Dear all,
Undoubtedly it is a matter of great pride and happiness to present the
Best Practices implemented by Kudumbashree Mission in the districts.
This book comprises of the best practices that the district missions of
Thrissur, Palakkad, Malappuram, Kozhikode, Wayanad, Kannur and
Kasargod districts implemented in their respective districts.

Preface

S.Harikishore IAS
Executive Director
Kudumbashree

Kudumbashree is Kerala government’s State Poverty Eradication Mission. Started in 1998, Kudumbashree aims to wipe out absolute poverty
through strengthening organization of the poor, by enabling demand
led convergence, through local economic development, by rolling our
social inclusion projects for the marginalised, by capacity building programs to empower women and by providing opportunities for livelihood.
In Kudumbashree, neighbourhood groups of women are encouraged
to take up either farm based or non farm livelihood activity, on the basis of their passion and choice. Skill training is provided in more than
150 sectors helping women to set up micro enterprises. Also, financial
assistance, marketing support and performance improvement trainings are provided. As of 1 January 2019, there are more than 18,000
enterprises set up by individuals or women groups. Kudumbashree is
also into as many sectors viz., skill training, farming activities, housing,
animal husbandry as well.
Kudumbashree Mission have created history by taking up challenging
tasks which resulted in great success. The range of activity includes
running world’s first women run metro (in Kochi) to establishing first
women mall of the continent (at Kozhikode), running a canteen with 1
crore monthly turn over (Thiruvananthapuram) to earning an income
of more than a lakh per month through health care services (Santhwanam) and the list goes on.
This book highlights the determined effort of each districts in various
sectors.Five to six topics are dealt under each district. I am sure that
the Best Practices of Kudumbashree district missions will inspire you
to a great extend.
Wishing you all a happy reading!
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Alathur Rice:
Story of Rice Revolution

Alathur Rice is the organic rice produced and sold by the Annamanada Grama Panchayath by
cultivating rice of their own forming Joint Liability Groups. Even within short span of time,
Alathur Rice had attracted people from different parts of the state and it had even received calls
from abroad for marketing the same. Kudumbashree Mission of Thrissur and a Resource Person
hailing from Thrissur had helped these women very much for bringing up the same. Let’s see
how they brought up Alathur Rice and come let’s peep into the making of their success story!

Importance of Rice

Rice is defined as the seed of the grass species Oryza sativa (Asian rice) or Oryza glaberrima
(African rice). As a cereal grain, it is the most widely consumed staple food for a large part
of the world’s human population, especially in Asia. It is the agricultural commodity with the
third-highest worldwide production after sugarcane and maize.
Rice is the most important grain with regard to human nutrition and caloric intake, providing
more than one-fifth of the calories consumed worldwide by humans. There are many varieties
of rice and culinary preferences tend to vary regionally. The role played by rice in maintaining
the nutrition of mankind is very relevant.

Rice and Kerala

While thinking about the importance of Rice in a Keralite’s life, rice is the staple food of the
people of Kerala. The important rice producing areas in the state are Kuttanad and Palakkad.
While the Kuttanad region in Alappuzha is endowed with a large system of backwaters, agriculture in Palakkad benefits from the irrigation projects in Malampuzha, Chulliar, Meenkara,
Walayar, Pothundi, Mangalam and Parambikkulam.
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Among farmers who have plots of huge size, the operational holding typically comprises
self-owned land, leased-in land and land owned by relatives. Productivity in rice cultivation
is relatively high in this region. Farmers and Krishi Bhavan (agricultural assistance office)
officials observe that yield levels of 3,000 kg/hectare are quite common in this region, which
is higher than the State-wide average (2,557 kg/hectare). There are also farmers who have
achieved yields as high as 4,500 kg/hectare.

Kudumbashree Joint Liability Groups

Kerala State provides indeed a different picture of success of women in Kerala in group farming. The socio economic transformation during the last three decades had resulted in the large
scale conversion of paddy fields for non farming uses. Factors like increasing labor cost, lack
of effective mark support and resulting low yields had created a disinterest among land owing
farmers to continue farming. This had resulted in reduction of employment in farming sector,
which affected the women farm workers and their farmers severely. Traditionally women had
been the major partners of the Kerala’s farming system. Most of them are either engaged as
unpaid family workers or as paid workers in other farms. Non availability of land for farming
was a major constraint they faced.Kudumbashree Mission had established state wide base of
community organizations, of women to work in tandem, with local self governments for poverty
eradication through socio-economic development.
Kudumbashree entered into the field of agriculture since 2004 with in the frame work of Community Based Organization. The community Development societies (CDS), Area Development
Societies (ADS) mobilized the women farmers for lease land farming from Neighbourhood
Groups (NHGs), the grass root level organization. Many of the women under took farming
as their own livelihood. The concept of lease land farming came when it was realized that
women from Neighbourhood Groups (NHGs), especially the small and marginal farmers are
interested in farming as their income source. Men as a whole moving out of agriculture and
in the course of time big farmers transformed their cultivation from food crops to cash crops
which is more remunerative. As Kerala is highly food deficit state it was found essential to
bring agriculture back and thus the situation was congenial to organize women farmers in the
sector. Kudumbashree Mission put an effort to mobilize women farmers from the NHGs either
for individual farming or organized to groups. Most of these women farmers are landless or
having only marginal lands, they were motivated to take up the fallow land in their localities on
lease. In order to facilitate their sustained existence Kudumbashree came up with the scheme
to incentivize the farming sector with the assistance from State Government as well.
Mahila Kisan Sashaktikaran Pariyojana (MKSP) is a sub component of the National Livelihood
Rural Mission (NRLM) announced by Government of India aimed to improve the present status
of women in Agriculture and to enhance the opportunities for empowerment.
Kudumbashree, the nodal agency for Kerala, has undertaken the project through the institution
of Joint Liability Group (JLG) of women farmers. The project target was kept at promoting
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30,000 JLG, with 1,50,000 women farmers undertaking cultivation in 24,000 Ha.
Mahila Kisan Sashaktikaran Pariyojana project focuses on capacity building of the farming
community through the identification of best practices among the community. Resource persons
are selected from the community and act as the grass root workers of this programme. Trainings form an integral part of project aiming at providing scientific practices and solution to the
door step of the farmers.The collective strength earned by the women under Kudumbashree
and the availability of credit at low interest for taking up farming, have played a crucial role
in transforming the landless women as farmers.

Alathur Rice from Annamanada of Thrissur

Annamanada is a beautiful village in the southern corner of Thrissur district in the Indian state
of Kerala. It is situated 8 km from Mala and 10 km south of Chalakudy. The Joint Liability
Groups from Annamanada of Thrissur used to cultivate rice starting in 2014 and with the help
of a young man, an engineer turned farmer helped the women to attain their goals. With his
help, they took their cultivated rice to mills at Palakkad and began branding it and sold it. It
was named ‘Alathur Rice’. The rice is being sold at a rate of Rs 75 per kilogram. Their rice is of
high demand even from abroad as well. The rice is sold in 5 Kg and 10 Kg packets. Agro Hyper
Bazar, which will make avail all the farming machinery and value added products under one
roof, will sell Kudumbashree products from now onwards. Products made by Kudumbashree
women from different parts of the district will be for sale at the shop. Alathur Rice is of high
demand at the store. The rice is being brough by an organic shop from Dubai as well. People
are also buying rice through courier as well. Alathur Rice has 3 months shelf life.
The JLGs had processed the rice in 2 terms. Starting cultivation in 2014, 9 ton was sold then
and the paddy produced during 2015-16 was processed and in 2017, in the second term of their
cultivation, 15 ton was sold out.
The status of the rice sold by the Annamanada JLG is as follows:
Year
2014
2015
2016
2017

Scope of Alathur Rice

Quantity
9 ton
15 ton

Alathur Rice is of high demand among the customers that its pesticide free rice that is available
in the market today that is produced locally. Shri. Anil, resident of Annamanada itself was the
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one who extended his support for the women to bring about their strength and stood with them.
Anil was professionally an architect working based in Delhi. He resigned his job and started
farming because of his love for nature and cultivation. He along his friends had cultivated
rice in 10 acres as an experiment and on finding it successful they decided to extend this and
cultivation was done in yet another 10 acres of land. Government of Kerala had felicitated him
for his efforts in farming. And during that time, the Kudumbashree women were in search of
someone who could help them and later the association had began making brilliant changes.
The support extended by the Kudumbashree District Mission of Thrissur for boosting the production and sale of Alathur Rice is noteworthy. Its sure that by focusing more into the production and sale, Annamanada Panchayath and JLGs are to make rice revolution in Annamanada.
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Cafe Model of AIFHRM
in Thrissur Town

Cafe Kudumbashree, a branded eatery operated by Kudumbashree units keeps on serving sumptuous and mouth watering food for the past few years. These catering units operate throughout
Kerala with the tagline ‘Athithi Devo Bhava’ meaning ‘the guest is like a God’. There are 2
Cafe Kudumbashree outlets set in the town area of Thrissur district which stands out different
because of their mode of operation. Let’s study more about how they stand out different.

Cafe Kudumbashree

Cafe Kudumbashree is a sub brand of Kudumbashree (State Poverty Eradication Mission)
which aims not only at revolutionizing the hospitality sector in the state but also local economic
development providing gainful employment to poor women from Kudumbashree families.
More than 1000 units serving ethnic delicacies are functioning across the state of Kerala. The
units are run by the poor women and the all profits are shared amongst themselves the owners,
who are Kudumbashree members. Kudumbashree Mission provides supports necessary to
capacitate them like regular professional training, partial financial support, marketing avenues
and interface with banks for raising capital.
Cafe Kudumbashree specializes in ethnic Kerala cuisine, prepared by women from various
cultures, traditions and customs. Arguably, it can be considered as the only brand that brings
together the diversity of ethnic Kerala cuisine under one roof. Over the years, Cafe Kudumbashree
had established itself as a strong brand in the restaurant sector, through a series of food festivals organized in different parts of the State in association with prestigious institutions such as
Malayala Manorama, Mathrubhumi, Kerala Kaumudi, Vanitha, etc. There is nothing to wonder
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that Cafe Kudumbashree has received the Gold Medal (2013) and Silver medal (2014) in the
India International Trade Fair held in New Delhi.
All restaurants initiated by Kudumbashree Mission are branded under a common brand called
‘Cafe Kudumbashree’ and hence standardized foods and services are provided. Apart from
functioning near bus stops, railway stations and secretariat canteens, these units are a strong
presence in food festivals and fairs, catering for various occasions in and outside Kerala as
well. The brand represents ‘quality, pure food served with care by women’. Novel concepts
like food court and amenity centres are also coming up. The groups are receiving tremendous
support from the local community and the enterprise has helped many women upgrade their
status socially and economically.

Cafe Kudumbashree Food Courts at Thrissur Town

The Cafe Kudumbashree Food courts set up at Thrissur town stands out unique because of its
different working style. By bringing in a small change they brought out a lot of difference in
the sales of the cafe and are making sound income out of it. The Cafe Kudumbashree set up
near Shakthan Stand and at Naduvilal near Thrissur round.
The Food Court is run by Adebha Institute of Food Research and Hospitality Management,
Thrissur (AIFRHM). Different units are responsible for preparing Breakfast, Morning Snacks,
Lunch, Evening Snacks and Dinner respectively. This gives an opportunity for every small cafe
units to check their luck. Adebha Institute of Food Research and Hospitality Management,
Thrissur (AIFRHM) started functioning in 2008, during that time they were extending training
to the cafe units only.
The Cafe Kudumbashree concept was pioneered by the Thrissur District Mission in 2008, in
order to improve the conditions of canteen/ catering units operated by Kudumbashree members.
The idea of using the service of different cafe units for different types of food was evolved
from within the members itself. And later the Food Court at Naduvilal near Thrissur round
started functioning in 2014. The cafe starts at 7 AM and would gets closed by 9 PM in the
evening. The bills would be settled by the management in the evening only. During that time,
every unit would confirm the amount for which the sales were recorded for each of their items
and settle the payments.
The customer wouldn’t ever get a feel that those foods are being served by different units.
For the customer, it is only a single brand- Cafe Kudumbashree. If every unit were started
as different shops, the cafe might not have got that much attention and sales as well. And for
setting up a shop of their own, they would have to face a higher financial burden. It might have
made confusion in the minds of customer on choosing the cafe units. This type of cafe set up
make a sense of unity among the cafe units itself.
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The waiters, those who serve food at these food courts are the staff of Adebha Institute of Food
Research and Hospitality Management, Thrissur (AIFRHM). On the successful running of the
food court set up at Naduvilal, yet another food court was started by AIFRHM near Shakthan
Stand in the very same model. Both the Cafe Kudumbashree units the branded eatery operated
by Kudumbashree units have received training from the Adebha Institute of Food Research
and Hospitality Management, Thrissur (AIFRHM). The word Adebha itself means ‘Athithi
Devo Bhava’ meaning ‘The guest is like a God’.
AIFRHM (Adebha Institute for Food Research and Hospitality Management) provide both
technical as well as marketing support to create Kudumbashree canteens and restaurants.
They also conduct training sessions on bulk cooking, crisis management, business promotion,
accounting and many more.
The units would buy the needed things to prepare the food. The vessels and other utensils
needed for them are met by them itself. The cooking gas will also be arranged by them. The
bills are settled every day when the cash counters are closed. The main feature of the Cafe
Kudumbashree Food Courts is that the cooking areas are visible to the customers. Other than
ethnic food varieties the food court also offers special exclusive varieties are also available
there. Every member of the units are making maximum income out of the food courts.

Scope of this Model

The cafe model implemented by AIFRHM has got much relevance that it could be replicated
by other cafe units as well, even the ones from other districts too. By sharing a common
platform, they could get an opportunity to attract the customer towards their own food items.
As the customer doesn’t understand that each of those units is different, they remain as a big
brand in the eyes of the customer with many different sessions offering different food varieties.
Besides bringing a handsome income for them, they were now able to work as a well-knit
group of enterprising people, backed by the Kudumbashree network.The Kudumbashree Cafe
programme started off in Thrissur district in 2009-10 to improve the conditions of canteens
and catering units under the district Kudumbashree Mission. The formation of an institute for
food research and hospitality management has made it easy for the women entrepreneurs to
have an in-house expert in marketing and managing the restaurants. The model put forward
by the Thrissur District Mission could be replicated by other districts as well.
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Community Counseling Process
Community Counselors address the issues of women and children in as many positive ways.
They had been providing services to the community whenever in need. The District Mission
of Thrissur had been providing various services to the women through Snehitha Gender Help
Desks. Through Community Counselors they had been trying to identify the issues in the
grass root level itself and if needed the issues are taken to the next level by assuring the help
of professional counselors and ensuring necessary actions regarding the issue. Let’s see how
Kudumbashree Thrissur District Mission had been providing adequate support to address the
vulnerabilities of the women and children in the state. Let’s see how Community Counselors
work in a society!

What is Community Counseling?

Community counseling can be defined as a generic term for any kind of professional counseling that occurs outside a hospital set up. This term may also be used to describe a form of
counseling that is focused on helping communities who may be struggling with an increased
amount of shared psychological problems, which might even be the result of some traumatic
events that have taken place recently within the community or so.

The process of community counseling

Community counselors work with wide variety of groups in the society and help the common
people to solve their issues and thereby they address their problems. The Community Counselors
provide their services directly to the community. Women and children are the most socially and
economically marginalized people in our society and hence they are more vulnerable to abuse
KUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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and harassment. The community counselors of Kudumbashree Mission thus give more focus
to provide welfare to women and children thereby to gift them better lives.

Gender Self Learning Programme (GSLP)

Gender self-learning programme (GSLP), initiated 2007, is a participatory education programme
through which women in Neighbourhood Groups (NHGs) address gender and its manifestations
in their own lived experiences. The emphasis is on the process, which helps the women develop
a collective consciousness on gender and a deep understanding of its pervasive expressions.
Community counseling and support services primarily aim to give premarital counseling,
counseling services to the parents of BUDS/BRC children, old age people and adolescent
students. Other than these focused areas, community counselors target group includes young
couples, children, women who are victims of violence in family and workplace, people with
psychiatric problems etc.

Services Provided by Community Counselors

The Community counselors are involved with gender self learning activities by providing
psycho social support, case study and analysis, legal support, crisis management, home visit,
family risk assessment and risk management, gender based violence, domestic violence, sexual
abuse, harassment, human trafficking, educational issues of children, referral services, awareness
classes, counseling support to women in need, counseling support to the cases registered in block
level community counseling centre, Gender Resource Centre and Snehitha Gender help desk.
Apart from taking group counseling sessions, community counselors deal with a number of
individual cases too. Over these years, community counselors in the state dealt with a wide
variety of cases and given them adequate support needed. The cases can family issues, adolescent issues, mental health problems and other problems. The Community counselors use
various techniques such as case study, mental status examination, behavior therapy, positive
reinforcement etc.

Process of analyzing a case

The community counselors are given the training for case study analysis. It includes
• Collecting the personal details of the client, their family background and current status,
which would include their age, sex, marital status, family tree, and socio economic status
of the client as well as the family.
• Collecting the history of the family: it includes taking the family history, health status of
family members (if needed) and details of the illness.
• Problem statement: the counselor states the problem as mentioned by the client.
• Identifying the underlying key issues and the persons involved in it: The counsellor analyse the problem and identify the key issues and persons involved in the particular issue.
• Contact with key persons (client and other people involved, professional support if needed):
counsellor contacts all the key personals and government authorities (if needed) and dates
for sessions will be fixed.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Session wise details : number of sessions varies with each case
Possible solutions: counsellor helps the clients to reach possible solutions for their problems.
Outcome : the outcome of the counselling
Referral (if needed)
Follow up
Case summary

Implementation Phase

As a part of Kudumbashree Gender self learning programme, 320 community counselors
were selected from 14 districts across the state. Community counselors were selected women
from Kudumbashree network as well as professional counselors from the community. All of
them are trained persons in counseling techniques, types and process. They received a three
day training based on the module developed by counseling experts. These counselors work
in collaboration with gender resource centres of Kudumbashree and Snehitha Gender Help
Desks set up all over the state.

Vulnerability Mapping

Vulnerability mapping is a tool identified by Kudumbashree Mission to address the issues/
demands through the collective action of the community. Through the process, the situations
are identified and possibilities are found out to prevent them. The vulnerability may depend
upon the geographical, social, economical and physical situation and capacity of an individual
or the group. There lies the relevance of employing community counselors that the community
resource Persons can be support them to realize or understand the vulnerability through different methodologies. It also aims at the participatory preparation of social protection plan at
the NHG area. It may be Focus Group Discussions, Individual Interviews, Home visits, Case
Studies, experience sharing.

Formation of Vigilant Groups

It was in the wake of the rising cases of atrocities against women, Kudumbashree Mission
decided to constitute women vigilant groups at the ward level across the state. The main aim
of forming such groups was to create a safe neighbourhood, ensure freedom of movement and
protect the rights of women.
The vigilant groups are led by Kudumbashree members and resource persons. The role of
the vigilant group would be to identify victims of atrocities or vulnerable women from their
own community and provide them with legal and other assistance through Gender Corner and
Jagratha Samithi. . Involving local women in the vigilant group will ensure their involvement
and increase the efficacy of the group.
Kudumbashree Mission ensures the involvement of local bodies in the activities of the vigilant groups formed. Counseling and awareness programmes are conducted by community
councilors. The vigilant group will include CDS and ADS workers, committee of Anganwadi
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mothers, Balasabha workers, elected representatives, NGOs and representatives of other voluntary organisations.

Scope of the programme

The programme is very much relevant in today’s scenario that women are getting an opportunity to find solutions for their problems through the service of these community counselors.
Vigilant Groups formed address the issues of the women and children in more positive ways.
In Thrissur, the community counselors are actively working among the communities to rectify
their problems by addressing them with utmost care and seriousness. If needed the community
counselors refer the case to the Snehitha Gender Help Desk and facilitate them the services of
professional councilors. There are 33 community counselors working in the district and each
are given charges of 3 panchayaths each.
The Gender Resource Persons are also working in every ward that in each ward 4 Gender
Resource persons are working to identify the real issues. In Thrissur, the issues addressed are
domestic violence and the issues of the elderly persons. The community counselors are also
conducting education programmes on the adverse effects of alcohol and drug addiction and are
addressing the issues with utmost care and interest. Through the regular review of the Community
Councilors, the quality of the service provided by then is ensured by Kudumbashree Mission.

District Mission of Thrissur

Therefore it could undoubtedly stated that the community counseling programme implemented
in Thrissur District have been identifying the issues of the women and children in a realistic,
systematic and fruitful way.
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Supply of Kadali Banana
to Guruvayur Temple
Kudumbashree District Mission of Thrissur had been supplying the Kadali Banana to the
Devasom of Guruvayur, Kadali banana being the favorite offering to the deity of Guruvayur
Temple. The bananas cultivated by the Kudumbashree women of Thrissur district in purely
organic way are taken for poojas and are given away to the people as prasadam and are also
used in preparing ‘panchamrutham’ (a sweet desert) as well. The JLGs in the district thereby
got a permanent market for their cultivation. A total of 750 women from 150 Joint Liability
Groups had been supplying 1.5 million of Kadali Banana to Guruvayur Temple every year.
Kudumbashree District Mission of Thrissur had signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with the Guruvayur Devaswom regarding the same. The project had been a great success.
The wise act of the District Mission had helped to find out a permanent market for the banana
cultivated by JLGs in the district. Let’s see how the project works!

Guruvayur Temple

Guruvayur Sri Krishna Temple is a Hindu temple dedicated to the Hindu lord Guruvayurappan
(a four-armed affiliation of the Hindus god Vishnu), Kerala and is one of the most important
places of worship which is located in the town of Guruvayur in Thrissur District in Kerala. It
is believed by the followers that, Kadali Banana along with Yellow silk and lotus bud is the
favorite offering of the deity.

Kadali Banana

Kadali is a small and sweet fruited variety of banana. The variety is mainly grown for offerings
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in temple. The variety is known by names like Ambalakadali, Nivedyakadali etc. The fruits are
small but very sweet in taste. The average bunch weighs about 8-10 kg. Being taken for poojas,
the market for the fruit is always assured. Many believe that Kadali Banana have contents of
gold in it. The fragrant Kadali Banana has got medicinal features as well. The ‘Naivedyam’, or
food offering, made during different prayers and rituals for Lord Krishna at the world famous
Guruvayur temple in Thrissur district of Kerala, includes a rare variety called ‘Pooja Kadali’.

Supply of Kadali Banana to Guruvayur Temple

‘Nivedyam’ is the project implemented jointly by Kodakara Block Panchayath, Grama
Panchayaths within the Block and the Kudumbashree Mission which aims to supply pooja
kadali required for prayer rituals to the Guruvayur temple daily by utilizing the Kudumbashree
network. As a result not only would employment and income be generated but also the rare
variety of ‘Pooja kadali‘banana which is facing extinction would be rejuvenated. The daily
requirement of kadali banana of Guruvayur would be met by cultivating the crop by the JLG
groups in the district. These groups have been formed, cultivation has been staggered and supply
has commenced with the support of the Mattathur Labour co-operative society for marketing.
Guruvayur Devaswom buys the kadali banana as per the conditions laid down in the tripartite
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU).
Around 4000 to 25,000 Kadali Bananas are needed in Guruvayur temple based on the season.
Earlier, to give this daily offering, the temple was dependent on supply from Tamil Nadu, as
this special variety was on the verge of extinction in Kerala, which wasn’t following organic
method of cultivation, whereas Kudumbashree women follow organic method of cultivation.
When the authorities of Guruvayur Devaswom arrived at a predicament situation during when
the Kadali Bananas weren’t available for meeting the pooja purposes, Kudumbashree came
up with the solution that they would cultivate the kadali bananas upon the deal between the
devaswom that it would be completely procured by the Guruvayur Devaswom. And then the
women started cultivating the bananas as a group of 4 to 5 people. The harvested bananas from
every group are collected by the Mattathur Labour Co-operative society. The women don’t have
to worry about the marketing of the crops that, how much they produce, the society procure
it from them paying the money.
The women farmers from Kudumbashree are growing these bananas under seven panchayaths
of Kodakara block, and supplying them to the temple, ensuring a taste of homegrown plantain
for the revered deity. The JLGs of Thrissur had been supplying the Kadali Bananas to the
Guruvayur Temple for the last 8 years since 9 June 2009. The JLGS had been supplying the
bananas with the help of Mattathur Labour Co-operative Society.The Mattathur Labour Cooperative Society for Local Development and Social Welfare Ltd is registered under Kerala
Co-operative Societies Act 1969 (No. R. 1264) and has started its functioning on 17 March 2008.
Mattathur Labour Co-operative society procures the plantains from the farmers at a rate of
Rs.3.80 per banana finger. Deducting the labour costs the farmer will get Rs3.15 per banana.
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Before giving away the bananas
the JLGs paste the stickers on
the plantain bunch which has
the name and code of the JLG,
date and the number of banana
fingers. Vegetable Food Promotion
Council gives the information
about the actual market rate of the
banana to the Mattathur Labour
Co-operative Society.
On receiving the plantain, the
Mattathur Labour Co-operative
Society pays the money to the
farmers. Then, the society will
take the banana to the Guruvayur Temple and stores the banana at the place provided by
Guruvayur Devaswom for storing the banana. The raw bananas would be smoked for ripening.
The bananas are procured on Tuesdays and Fridays of every week. Out of those bananas the
best 400 bananas would be taken for ‘Nivedya’ purpose and 7 boxes containing 300 bananas
each are taken for giving away as prasadam.
The seed of the Kadali banana is also procured by the Mattathur Labour Co-operative Society.
They would procure the kadali seed from the JLGs at a rate of Rs 21 per seed. Only best quality
kadali seeds are procured by the society to maintain the quality of the crop cultivated.

Joint Liability Groups in the district
Farming has taken off in a big way among women under Kudumbashree’s collective farming
and ‘Samagra’ projects, implemented with active participation from Panchayati Raj Institutions
(PRIs) and supported by a farming subsidy. Not only has the project increased agricultural
production, it has also brought considerable fallow land back under cultivation and financially
empowered thousands of women. And as a result all the barren lands left became agriculture
lands which enabled the common women to be successful.
Joint Liability Groups (JLGs), structured under the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD) guidelines, have been formed to ensure agricultural credit from banks
for women cultivators. The JLGs come under the interest subsidy scheme of Kudumbashree,
when they avail agricultural loans from banks – the state government provides a subsidy of
five per cent on the seven per cent interest of agricultural loan. So far, around 10,543 JLGs
have availed of loans amounting to over Rs. 123 crore under the project.
The Guruvayur temple only accepts ‘Pooja Kadali’ of a stipulated size. Each banana should be of
KUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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50 gm each. Twin bananas and underweight banana fingers
wouldn’t be accepted by the temple. As per the contract, the
temple accepts only ripe banana. Those plantain bunches
which do not have stipulated size, i.e., those bunches
that don’t meet the criteria are then utilised for making
‘Rasayanam’, an ayurvedic preparation and are also used
for preparing jams, which has a high demand as well as
market value.

Scope of the Programme

The JLGs of the district has got a regular market for their
cultivate crops by giving it to Guruvayur Temple. More
JLGs are getting attracted to supply kadali bananas to the
Guruvayur temple that they would get a fixed market price
for their products. Even if one produce it excessively, there
is no doubt that it would be having enquiry in the market and
because of the presence of Mattathur Labour Co-operative
Society in the deal, they would get paid for their cultivate
crops within no time. The intervention made by the District
Mission of Thrissur was timely that the farmers are getting
paid for their efforts without any time lag.
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Annam Rice

Kudumbashree Palakkad District Mission had come up with a new idea to help the JLGs in the
district by procuring the rice produced by the Joint Liability Groups (JLG) in the agricultural
sector in the district. They branded it as ‘Annam Rice’. Even though ‘Annam Rice’ is in its
budding stage, it had found markets and regular customers for its own. Annam Rice is on its
way to success. Let’s have a look into the story of Annam Rice that how it was evolved and
its journey towards success look like!

Rice

Rice is the seed of the grass species Oryza sativa (Asian rice) or Oryza glaberrima (African
rice). As a cereal grain, it is the most widely consumed staple food for a large part of the world’s
human population, especially in Asia. It is the agricultural commodity with the third-highest
worldwide production after sugarcane and maize. Rice is the most important grain with regard
to human nutrition and caloric intake, providing more than one-fifth of the calories consumed
worldwide by humans. There are many varieties of rice and culinary preferences tend to vary
regionally.

Rice and Kerala

Rice is the staple food of the people of Kerala. The important rice producing areas in the state
are Kuttanad and Palakkad. While the Kuttanad region in Alappuzha is endowed with a large
system of backwaters, agriculture in Palakkad benefits from irrigation projects in Malampuzha,
Chulliar, Meenkara, Walayar, Pothundi, Mangalam and Parambikkulam. Within Palakkad
district, Chittur, Alathur, Kuzhalmannam, Kollengode, Nenmara and Palakkad are the blocks
in which paddy production is concentrated. There are many farmers in this region who cultivate
rice in relatively large plots, ranging in size from 5 to 10 acres each, which is much above the
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average size of plots for paddy cultivation in Kerala as a whole. Among farmers who have
plots of this size, the operational holding typically comprises self-owned land, leased-in land
and land owned by relatives. Productivity in rice cultivation is relatively high in this region.
Farmers and Krishi Bhavan (agricultural assistance office) officials observe that yield levels of
3,000 kg/hectare are quite common in this region, which is higher than the State-wide average
(2,557 kg/hectare). There are also farmers who have achieved yields as high as 4,500 kg/hectare.

Kudumbashree JLG

Kudumbashree entered into the field of agriculture since 2004 with in the frame work of
Community Based Organization. The community Development societies (CDS), Area
Development Societies (ADS) mobilized the women farmers for lease land farming from
Neighbourhood Groups (NHGs), the grass root level organization. Many of the women under took
farming as their own livelihood. The concept of lease land farming came when it was realized
that women from Neighbourhood Groups (NHGs), especially the small and marginal farmers
are interested in farming as their income source. Men as a whole moving out of agriculture
and in the course of time big farmers transformed their cultivation from food crops to cash
crops which is more remunerative. As Kerala is highly food deficit state it was found essential
to bring agriculture back and thus the situation was congenial to organize women farmers in
the sector. Kudumbashree put an effort to mobilize women farmers from the NHGs either
for individual farming or organized to groups. Most of these women farmers are landless or
having only marginal lands, they were motivated to take up the fallow land in their localities on
lease. In order to facilitate their sustained existence Kudumbashree came up with the scheme
to incentivize the farming sector with the assistance from State Government as well.
Mahila Kisan Sashaktikaran Pariyojana(MKSP) is a sub component of the National Livelihood
Rural Mission(NRLM)announced by Government of India aimed to improve the present status
of women in Agriculture and to enhance the opportunities for empowerment.
Kudumbashree, the programme implementing agency (PIA) for Kerala, has undertaken the
project through the institution of Joint Liability Group (JLG) of women farmers. The project
target was kept at promoting 30,000 JLG, with 1,50,000 women farmers undertaking cultivation
in 24,000 Ha.
MKSP project focuses on capacity building of the farming community through the identification
of best practices among the community. Resource persons are selected from the community
and act as the grass root workers of this programme. Trainings form an integral part of project
aiming at providing scientific practices and solution to the door step of the farmers.
Branding Annam Rice
‘Annam Rice’ is the rice produced by the JLGs in the district. The paddy produced by the
JLGs in the district is procured by Palakkad District Mission and is processed and is branded
and is sold in the market. For the production of Annam Rice, 118 JLGs were identified as of
KUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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September 2017. A few JLGs are into paddy production and from them 2600 Kg of paddy was
procured from Alathur, Malampuzha and Mannarcaud region. It was procured from JLGs at
a rate of Rs 19 per Kg.
The average selling price of Annam rice is Rs 50 per kilogram. The rice is sold in 2 Kg and
5 Kg packets. Annam Rice is being sold in trade fairs and other markets. It is also planned to
launch a regular sales outlet. During the pre onam market of 2017, around 600 Kg of Annam
Rice was sold. Rice flakes of Annam Rice are also available
for sale.
On visiting one of the JLGs in the district, the scope of the
initiative was well understood. If implemented in the right
way, the initiative is going to make a revolution. As the JLG’s
paddy is procured by the Kudumbashree District Misson, they
are getting a satisfactory fare for their effort, rather than selling
the same to Supplyco.
Thulyatha JLG from Kannadi, Palakkad had been cultivating
paddy in 11 acres of land which had been leased from a land
owner. The group consists of 7 members. The leader of the group
is Mrs Omana, who had once bagged Master Farmer Award. The
JLG is also running a small catering unit which serves food to
small family functions. The organic rice cultivated by them is
used for the same that they are serving purely poisonous free
food to their neighbours. Even though the unpredictable climate
in the district had adversely affected their cultivation, they are
optimistic that they would get that their efforts will be paid off.

Future Plans of Annam Rice

As of now, the Annam rice is procured and branded by the district Mission. The process would
be extended to the women entrepreneurs and it is planned to register the Annam Rice as a
producer company, therefore the sales could be more improved and could find more market
for the same. Now Annam Rice is being sold only through trade fairs and temporary markets
set up as part of festivals etc. It is planned to start a regular outlet.
It is the dream project of Shri. K.D Prasenan, MLA, Alathur to launch a store ‘Nira’ to sell
agricultural products. Therefore, Annam Rice could also be sold through those stores which
would help it find new markets. Once Annam Rice would be launched as a producer company
it would undoubtedly make a rice revolution in the district. Let us hopefully look into it.
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Building Lives:
Hollow Bricks Units

Hollow Bricks or Concrete block, sometimes called cement brick are widely used as building
material for construction purposes. Using automatic or semi-automatic machines, it is possible
to make them in the free available space of one’s home and could be turned it into a business
opportunity. Few Kudumbashree women in Palakkad realised the scope and demand of hollow
bricks in the market and started making and selling concrete hollow brick blocks and started
earning out of it.

Hollow Bricks

Cement concrete hollow blocks have an important place in modern building industry. They are
cost effective and better alternative to burnt clay bricks by virtue of their good durability, fire
resistance, partial resistance to sound, thermal insulation, small dead load and high speed of
construction. Concrete hollow blocks being usually larger in size than the normal clay building
bricks and less mortar is required, faster of construction is achieved. Also building construction
with cement concrete hollow blocks provides facility for concealing electrical conduit, water
and sewer pipes wherever so desired and requires less plastering.

Raw Materials for making Hollow Bricks

Concrete is a mixture of ordinary Portland cement, mineral aggregate (sand and stone chips)
and water. The water used in preparing the concrete serves two purposes. It combines with the
cement to form a hardened paste and lubricates the aggregates to form a plastic and workable
mass.
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Ordinary Portland cement is the cementing material used in cement concrete hollow blocks.
Cement is the highest priced material per unit weight of the concrete. Hence, the fine and coarse
aggregates are combined in such proportions that the resulting concrete is workable and has
minimum cement content for the desired quality.

How Hollow Bricks are manufactured

The process of manufacture of cement concrete hollow blocks involves the following 5 stages.
Proportioning, Mixing, Compacting, Curing and Drying.
Proportioning: The determination of suitable amounts of raw materials needed to produce
concrete of desired quality under given conditions of mixing, placing and curing is known
as proportioning. As per Indian Standard specifications, the combined aggregate content in
the concrete mix used for making hollow blocks should not be more than 6 parts to 1 part by
volume of Portland cement.
Mixing: The objective of thorough mixing of aggregates, cement and water is to ensure that
the cement-water paste completely covers the surface of the aggregates. All the raw materials
including water are collected in a concrete mixer, which is rotated for about 1 ½ minutes. The
prepared mix is discharged from the mixer and consumed within 30 minutes.
Compacting: The purpose of compacting is to fill all air pockets with concrete as a whole
without movement of free water through the concrete. Excessive compaction would result in
formation of water pockets or layers with higher water content and poor quality of the product.
Semi-automatic vibrating table type machines are widely used for making cement concrete
hollow blocks. The machine consists of an automatic vibrating unit, a lever operated up and
down metallic mould box and a stripper head contained in a frame work. The machine can
accommodate interchangeable mould for producing blocks of different sizes of hollow or solid
blocks.
Curing:
Hollow blocks removed from the mould are protected until they are sufficiently hardened to
permit handling without damage. This may take about 24 hours in a shelter away from sun
and winds. The hollow blocks thus hardened are cured in a curing yard to permit complete
moisturisation for atleast 21 days. When the hollow blocks are cured by immersing them in
a water tank, water should be changed atleast every four days. The greatest strength benefits
occur during the first three days and valuable effects are secured up to 10 or 14 days. The longer
the curing time permitted the better the product.
Drying: Concrete shrinks slightly with loss of moisture. It is therefore essential that after curing
is over, the blocks should be allowed to dry out gradually in shade so that the initial drying
shrinkage of the blocks is completed before they are used in the construction work. Hollow
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blocks are stacked with their cavities horizontal to facilitate thorough passage of air. Generally
a period of 7 to 15 days of drying will bring the blocks to the desired degree of dryness to
complete their initial shrinkage. After this the blocks are ready for use in construction work.

How it was evolved?

As per the instructions from the Palakakd District Mission, a group
of 7 people of Kairali NHG from Mary Giri at Palakkad started a
Brick Unit during December 2008. Mrs. Lilly Chacko is the President
and Mrs. Annamma Lalu is the Secretary of the unit. Mrs. Vishalu
Narayanan, Mrs. Vishlakshi Babu, Mrs Rasiya Rasheed, Mrs Kumari
and Mrs Subaida are the other members of the group. The initial
capital investment was Rs.3.5 lakhs. Having trust in the brand name
‘Kudumbashree’ the hollow brick unit was warmly welcomed by
people. The customers of the unit are mainly individuals.
Like other private brick units, Kairali NHG do not use chemicals for
making the hollow bricks rigid within a short time. Only Portland
cement and mineral aggregate in the right proportion are only used
for the same. Mainly they are making two types of hollow bricks.
Bricks of 8x12x6 and 8x12x4 size. According to them summer
season is the best season for their business. Monsoon time is the
worst as the bricks didn’t dry during that time.
Every member of the unit may get Rs 300 as their daily wages and
the rest of the income is invested in the business itself for meeting
the scaling up expenses. The mineral aggregate was easily available near their location that it
also helped them in their business.

Impact

Following the success of the hollow bricks unit, 30 more units were identified in Nenmara
Block. Proper training was given to them and they are yet to start their work. It is planned to
launch them converging with NREGA as they will get a wider opportunity to sell their products.
Along with this, a common facilitation centre is to be set up at Elavancherry soon. Government
has allocated Rs 24 lakh for the same and it would be launched soon. Once operational, it would
be of great use for the hollow bricks unit which would in turn reduce the expenses of them.
The success of these women shows us that the wise and timely decisions could make any
opportunity a great success. These women had proved us that it is possible. They succeeded in
turning their opportunities into greatest achievements. And thus they had built their own success !
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Sujalam Rainwater Harvesting:
Aiming towards Water Security

Rain Water has got huge relevance in the present scenario of Kerala. It could be used wisely
to overcome the water scarcity in the districts. Several district missions had taken up this
issue with great importance. Not only as a socially responsible act, but also it is viewed as an
initiative to find livelihood for women. In Palakkad district, Sujalam, rain water harvesting
project had been implementing for the past few years.

Kerala’s present Scenario

Kerala is the state with large number of perennial strings, streams, rivers and other water
bodies and with an average 3000 mm rain fall yearly, the unique water resource problem in
Kerala is that per capita availability of water is lower than national average. This is a result of
accelerated surface water runoff to sea, which leaves little water for consumption and causes
cycles of water abundance and water poverty.

Importance of Wells

Open wells form a critical part of domestic water supply in the state. Many of these wells run
dry in summer. In order to augment the depleting groundwater resources, it is essential that the
surplus monsoon runoff that flows into the sea is conserved and recharged to augment ground
water resources. Rainfall is the major source of ground water recharge. Rainwater harvesting
and artificial well recharge have now been accepted as the cost effective methods for augmenting
ground water resources and for reversing the declining trends of ground water levels.
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Rainwater Harvesting

Rainwater Harvesting is the accumulation and storage of rainwater for reuse on-site, rather
than letting it to run off. Rainwater can be collected from rivers or roofs, and in many places,
the water collected is redirected to a deep pit (well, shaft, or borehole), a reservoir with
percolation, or collected from dew or fog with nets or other tools. It can be used to water the
gardens, livestock, irrigation, domestic use with proper treatment, indoor heating for houses,
etc. The harvested water can also be used as drinking water, longer-term storage, and for other
purposes such as groundwater recharge. Rainwater harvesting is one of the simplest and oldest
methods of self-supply of water for households usually financed by the user.

Advantages of Rain Water Harvesting

Rainwater harvesting provides an independent water supply during regional water restrictions,
and it is often used to supplement the main supply. It provides water when a drought occurs,
can help mitigate flooding of low-lying areas, and reduces demand on wells which may enable
groundwater levels to be sustained. Rain Water Harvesting also helps in the availability of
potable water, as rainwater is substantially free of salinity and other salts. Application of
rainwater harvesting in urban water system provides a substantial benefit for both water supply
and wastewater subsystems by reducing the need for clean water in water distribution system,
less generated storm water in sewer system, and a reduction in storm water runoff polluting
freshwater bodies. A large body of work has focused on the development of lifecycle assessment
and lifecycle costing methodologies to assess the level of environmental impacts and money
that can be saved by implementing rainwater harvesting systems.
More development and knowledge is required to understand the benefits of rainwater harvesting
that can provide to agriculture. Many countries, especially those with arid environments, use
rainwater harvesting as a cheap and reliable source of clean water. To enhance irrigation in
arid environments, ridges of soil are constructed to trap and prevent rainwater from running
down hills and slopes. Even in periods of low rainfall, enough water is collected for crops
to grow.Water can be collected from roofs, and dams and ponds can be constructed to hold
large quantities of rainwater so that even on days when little to no rainfall occurs, enough is
available to irrigate crops.

Scope of Rain Water Harvesting in Kerala

Rain water harvesting has got an important role to play in this scenario of Kerala. Rain water
that we get during the monsoon should be saved and could be redirected to our wells to solve
the issue to an extent.

Kudumbashree initiatives in Rain water harvesting

Kudumbashree Mission identified the need of rain water harvesting in Kerala and thought how
it can be used as an income generating profession for the women in Kerala.
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‘Sujalam’ is a community based well recharge programme initiated by Kudumbashree which is a
livelihood opportunity for Kudumbashree members. The trained women of Kudumbashree set up
the rain water harvesting setup and if the total cost exceeds the amount, the owner needs to bear
the cost. The programme is implemented converging the Local Self Government Departments.

Climatic conditions of Palakkad

Palakkad has a tropical wet and dry climate. Temperatures remain moderate throughout the year,
with exception in March and April being the hottest months. A very high amount of precipitation
is received in Palakkad, mainly due to the South-West monsoon. July is the wettest month, and
the total annual rainfall is around 83 inches (211 cm).

Sujalam Rain water Harvesting Unit- Palakkad

A Team of Kudumbashree members were formed for implementing the well recharge Mission
initiated by Kudumbashree in Palakkad associating with the Local self govermnents. 200 wells
were digged and recharged in Pookottukavu Panchayath during 2016-2017 and a revenue of Rs.
1,20,000 was collected from the same. Following that a team of 26 Kudumbashree members
were selected from Kadambazhipuram Gramapanchayath as the Master Trainers who would
implement the first phase in Kadambazhipuram Grama Panchayth. 1000 wells were selected
for the first phase. This team was trained at IRTC Mundur.
These 26 Master trainers would train the Sujalam Mission Members in other Gramapanchayths.
Every Year, just before the Planning fund allocation process, Special efforts was undertaken
by Kudumbashree Mission with all the Local Self Government institutions and NREGA to
ensure that necessary fund allocation is done for Rainwater harvesting.

‘Sujalam’-So far

The well recharging units were started in Pookottukavu and Kadambazhippuram panchayaths in
the district. In Pookottukavu panchayath it was started during 2016-17 and in Kadambazhippuram
panchayath during 2017-18.
Panchayath
Pookottukavu
Panchayath
Kadambazhippuram
Panchayath

Total number of
Group Members

Started Year

Number of wells
Recharged

Total
Revenue

17

2016-17

200

Rs 1,20,000

2017-18

(Yet to
Start- 1000
Pending)

Rs 6 lakhs
(expected)
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Aiming towards Water Security

Through convergence with local governing bodies and with the strength of community network,
Kudumbashree has committed to the cause of water security. Rain water harvesting, the
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technological solution for sustainable water management, has been identified as a livelihood
opportunity. Through technical guidance in developing rain water harvesting micro enterprises
units, Kudumbashree Mission is contributing in the national effort for conserve water resource
for future.
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Superwomen of
Harithakarmasena in
Karulayi Panchayath

How the Superwomen of Harithakarmasena in Karulayi Panchayath changed the life of a
village altogether! This is about a group of few women who came forward to keep their place
clean believing that it’s something more than a job. Moreover by cleaning their places thereby
serving the whole humanity.

Waste Management

Waste Management has become an essential service that need to be provided by Government
for the wellness of public. Due to the rapid growth at which economies are expanding along
with the rising living standards, led to increase the quantity and complexity of waste generated.
Today waste management has become a serious issue in Kerala. Growth of unmanageable waste
generation and garbage pile-ups is creating a lot of ecological issues such as global warming.

Haritha Karma Sena

Haritha Karma sena is a professional team consisting of Green Technicians and Green Supervisors mainly Kudumbashree women who will be assigned with the responsibility of collection, transportation, processing, recycling / disposal, and management of waste materials in
association with respective LSGs and Suchithwa Mission. Green Technicians are trained man
power recruited to provide technical services and solutions on waste management projects. One
Green Technician has to visit 250 households in a ward. In one Ward two Green Technicians
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will be positioned and one supervisor for managing 15 Wards. So for a Panchayath having 15
Wards, the total man power be 31.The Green Supervisor must be a graduate able to operate
computers and give reports. The Collection of user fee will be the responsibility of Green
Supervisor. Haritha Sahaya Sthapanams the accredited agencies of Haritha Kerala Mission
which will provide technical assistance to the Haritha Karma Sena. A total of 1134 persons
were identified in the district out of which 86 LSGs approved the project.

Karulayi and Harithakarmasena

Karulayi is a small village which belongs to the Nilambur taluk in Malappuram district of
Kerala. One of the boundaries of Karalayi is Karimpuzha River. It’s a panchayath which have
Scheduled Tribe colonies in the inner forest. There are 15 wards in Karulayi, with an area of
135 Sq.kilometres. The Population of Karulayi is around 26000 with around 6000 families.
The main aim of the programme was to make Karalayi, a waste free panchayath. To minimize
the use of plastic and to make people aware of the hazardous effects of plastic, collect and
send them for recycling and to decompose the biodegradable waste etc were the main aim of
the programme.

Process of Waste Management

It was planned to make a team of Kudumbashree women at the village Panchayath level and the
waste collected by them were send to a plastic recycling agency. A user fee was also collected
from the households and shops for collecting wastes from them. The waste management fund,
from Suchithwa Mission was also used for completing the process. In the first phase plastic
waste which can be sold again was collected and in the second stage, a bag was given to the
households to collect all the waste and after that the collected waste was segregated and was
send to recycling units.

Excellence in Execution

15 people were identified as green technicians in the village. The service of Mr. Ibrahim was
made used for collecting the waste and sending them to the recycling units. 12 tonnes of
non biodegradable waste was sent for recycling. An amount of Rs 20 was collected from the
households and Rs 50 was collected from shops as user fee. Special notices were distributed
among the households and shops. Publicity was also given to spread the message to everyone.
A carry bag was given to store the wastes. A vacant space in a remote place in Karulayi was
chosen to segregate the wastes. A tie up was done with Green Worms Eco Solutions, a social
impact enterprise based in Calicut, for collecting the non biodegradable waste and to process
it further. Kudumbashree women collected the waste store in each households and shops and
took it to segregate and sent it to the Green Worms for further processing.
The waste is segregated into different sections based on its features. H.M White, P.P, H.M,
LDPrint, Bajar, Ganny, Bulb, PVC, steel, tubes, bottle, E- waste, LD(Glucose), Bottle caps,
Spray bottle etc. Uniform, shoes, gloves, baskets, face masks, knives etc were given to the
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green technicians. The waste is being collected from the households in monthly basis and from
shops in weekly basis. A card was distributed among the people to record the user fee collected.
The card includes the date waste was collected, the quantity of waste collected, the amount
collected from the households/ shops and signature. This was made compulsory to maintain
a transparent and fruitful association between those who collect waste and the house owners.
For disposing the rejects (Glass wastes, bags, umbrellas, foot wears) Rs 27,000 would be paid
for the company from Panchayath Fund. Separate register was kept for weighing the amount
of the different category of wastes. While sending the
waste to Green worm Eco Solutions, presence of Panchayath President, Secretary / concerned official and
health inspector is ensured. A review meeting is also
held once in 2 months including all the ward members.
Following the success in the first phase of implementation, the second phase was launched in August 2017.
Around 43 ton of waste had been sent so far, out of
which 6500 Kg of recyclable plastic and 36000 Kg
were rejects. In the first phase, panchayath hadn’t paid
any money. The agency used to took away the waste; only user fee was collected. It was in
the second phase tat bags were distributed among the households/ shops for storing the waste.
Rs.50 is collected from medium shops and Rs.100 is collected from big shops as user fee in
weekly basis. Rs.20 is collected from households as user fee in monthly basis.

Impact of the Programme

The programme have a huge relevance that such an initiative had altered the attitude of the
people in and around Karulayi that they think twice before throwing a plastic cover away. In
fact, the inhabitants of Karulayi has minimised the usage of using plastic and a better civic
sense had been evolved among the people regarding the usage of plastic and other waste.
Knowing the success story of Karulayi Panchayath in waste management, many other panchayaths have consulted them to study the Karulayi model of waste management. Karulayi
model of waste management is evolving into a model that can be replicated all across the state.
WHarithakarmasena of Karulayi is committed to bring about a positive change in the sector of
waste management. Envisioning a healthier, clean and green world that complements a human
generation living in harmony with nature.
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Heights of Compassion:
Ockhi Disaster Rehabilitation
activities
How the compassionate gesture of a society reduced the depth of sorrow of a group of people!
The heights of compassion that the Kudumbashree fraternity showered upon the Ockhi disaster
affected people was really immeasurable. The humanitarian gesture that they had shown is a
model that could be replicated while in such situations.

Background -Ockhi

Very Severe Cyclonic Storm ockhi was the most intense tropical cyclone in the Arabian sea.
The third and the strongest storm of the 2017 North Indian Ocean cyclone season, the origins
of Ockhi can be traced back to an area of low pressure that formed on the Gulf of Thailand
on 21 November 2017. While traversing the southern part of the Bay of Bengal, favourable
conditions enabled it to consolidate into a deep depression, which paved way for much damage
to property and life of the people living in the coastal areas. Due to the moisture and warmer
temperatures between Sri Lanka and Kanyakumari (Cape Comorin) in mainland India, it intensified into a Cyclonic Storm on 30 November 2017.
The fatalities that the disaster caused was 245 and 661 were found missing. It is estimated
that the disaster had caused damage of worth $5.07 billion (2018 USD) altogether. The total
fatalities caused in Kerala is 174 and 261 people were found missing in the state. Damage
worth $2.29 billion was caused in Kerala itself. Even though the not much casualties weren’t
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reported at Malappuram, the life of the people living in the coastal areas was severely affected.
As most of the people living in the coastal areas found their living out of the sea, that most of
them were fishermen.

Timely Action

The timely action that the district authorities performed is really appreciatable. During the
disaster struck time The District Collector called the officials of Kudumbashree Malappuram
District Mission for an emergency meeting to check what Kudumbashree can contribute in such
a situation. A similar meeting was called in District Mission office and discussed what can be
done in that regard. During the discussion an idea was evolved that even smallest contributions
whether it could be food kit or clothing from the NHG level could be collected.

Excellence in Execution

As it was decided to collect smallest
contributions from the NHG level,
the collected food kits and clothings
were collected at the concerned CDSs.
Hubs were set up at Ponnani, Thanoor
and Parappanangadi. The kits collected from the sub hubs in Purathoor,
Mangalam, Perumbadapp, Vettam,
Veliyangode, Thanoor, Vallikkunnu
and Niramaruthoor were taken to the
main hub and then to the district mission. After sorting the things collected, the real need of the victims of the
disaster were identified and food kits
and clothing were distributed within
them according to their needs.
Rice, cereals, bread sugar, tea powder, foot wears, buckets, clothes etc were the things collected
from the NHGs. Help was also extended from the side of Panchayath as well. Some NHGs
even contributed few glasses of rice. A few had contributed an amount that they could give.

Online campaign for disaster Rehabilitation
An online campaign was also done in Facebook. So many people came forward to help the
needy seeing this. Kudumbashree Malappuram District Mission performed a little forward in
this case that the online campaign had got a huge reach which helped the people get more help
from the kind hearted people from various places. ‘The hashtag campaign by Malappuram
District Mission was welcomed by the people that the district mission had got enquiry from
KUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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Lakshadweep offering help. ‘#wipe_out_ockhi_tears, “#Oppam kudumbashreeyum” were the
hashtag campaigns launched by Kudumbashree District Mission. More than one laksh twenty
thousand rupees was received as cash. The online campaign through social media was such
a timely and wiser action of Kudumbashree that, many people came to know about the same
through this campaign. Kudumbashree Malappuram district Mission therefore proved that they
are updated about the social trends of today.

Helping Hands all the way

Apart from this, help for the Ockhi survivors were offered from other units.Even those people
who don’t have connection with Kudumbashree had shown their willingness to help. District
Mission built a bamboo thatched house for a Balasabha Member who had lost his house during
the ockhi cyclone.

Sustainable Help

It was understood from the situation that the people from the coastal areas are depending too
much on sea for their living. If they will fail to go to sea on day, it would lead to starvation.
As the jobless days increase, it would lead to prolonged starvation and poverty. In this regard
the district Mission is planning to launch an ME that could help them find a livelihood of their
own. The plan is that the raw materials and necessary training would be provided to them, the
end product will be collected, which would enable them to find a livelihood of their own. As
a start, such a risk free enterprise could be of great help for them. It is also planned to make
all the women in the coastal areas be the members of Kudumbashree that it would help them
to overcome their issues to a great extend.

Kudumbashree Model of Disaster Management

Natural disasters, riots, wars etc lead to large scale impacts on life, property, infrastructure, social
and cultural relationships. Kudumbashree made such a timely act in this regard. Kudumbashree
District Mission put a model of disaster rehabilitation before the society. They proved what
Kudumbashree can do during a crisis situation. Kudumbashree’s three tier network system
had helped very much in this regard. It is a matter of pride for Kudumbashree that we could
help a group of needy people. The timely action of Kudumbashree had changed the lives of
so many people.
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Rice Revolution:
Organic Rice from Kudumbashree
Thennala Kudumbashree CDS set a mark before the whole society with a different but wonderful
initiative. It’s nothing but the organic rice cultivated and branded by themselves- Thennala
Rice.! And it literally created a ‘rice revolution’. Every rice grain will say the story of a few
women who believed in themselves and were not ready to accept the defeat so easy. Thennala
Rice is the story of a group of women’s confidence and pain.

How it was evolved?

It was during 2010-2011, that theThennala Panchayath received the machinery from government as part of the ‘Haritha Malappuram’ project. Malappuram district mission suggested the
panchayaths who got the machinery to start cultivation of their own. Krishi Bhavan gave the
needed seeds to them. A group of 10 CDS members were turned into a group and 14 acres of
land was taken on lease and it made all the difference.
But due to the attack of leech, many of them stepped back and only four of them left. They
decided to take it as a challenge and so 4 women with one heart decided to start cultivation in 14
acres of barren land. ‘Mundakan’ was cultivated in the paddy field at Palakkal. The cultivation
was a success. The cultivated rice was shared between them and the rest was stored at a rented
house. Even though Supplyco procured the paddy, the payment for it was received after one
year. It was Smt. Yasmin Arimbra, the CDS Chairperson of Thennala then who took the courage to lead the whole team. She believed that they could achieve it and her will power paved
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way for a ‘rice revolution’ which set a model for many. And it was the start of a new initiative.
Following its success, many JLGs come forward showing their interest to do cultivation and
they joined together and started cultivation in 236 acres of land. The rice cultivated was then
branded as ‘Thennala Organic Rice’ and the value added products like rice powder, rice flakes,
rice bran etc. Apart from the support received from NABARD, ‘Garima’ farmers club consisting
of CDS members, MKSP master farmers gave leadership for their activities.

Launched as Thennala Agro Producer Company

A Producer Company is a body corporate registered under the Companies Act, 1956; and
having specified objects and activities. Ownership and membership of such companies is held
only by ‘Primary Producers’ or ‘Producer Institution’, and member equity shall not be publicly
traded. However it may be transferred, only with the approval of the board of directors of the
Producer Company. The initiative was welcomed by the district mission and the banks had also
shown interest in giving loans for them. Later a producer company- ‘Thennala Agro Producer
Company’ was launched joining the JLGs. Thennala Agro Farmers producer Company Ltd.
was incorporated as Producer Company on 9 September 2015.

Fighting back the issues and succeed

Now 126 JLGs are there in the producer company. By joining 10-15 a cluster was formed and
each cluster has one secretary and one president. Every cluster has a director. So there are 10
directors for the producer company. The women got capacity training and training under the
Mahila Kisan Sashakteekaran Pariyojana of the Kudumbashree Mission. Too many issues
aroused when the women to came up with such an idea. Many tried to drain their confidence.
But believing in themselves, they moved forward with the sheer confidence.

Stages of production

Now the company is cultivating in 5 paddy fields in Marakkaddapam, Vaalakkulam Paadam,
Apla Paadam, paalakal Paadam and Eranjippadam. They sow six varities of rice seeds-uma,
aiswarya, siyon, Njavara, Jyothi and Ponni. The thennala rice is cultivated purely in organic
way without using any chemical fertilisers.
The company procure the paddy from the JLGs and send it to mill and then pack the same.
Value added products like rice flakes, rice bran etc. Payasam Rice, broken rice etc are the value
added products launched in market along with Thennala Rice. Now the rice is sold at a rate
of Rs 50 per kilogram.
The cost calculation of the products is as follows:
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Cost/Kg

MRP

34.40

40.00

2

UBR 1st

1,000.00

58 %

580.00

15.00 1.72

25.80 4.82 0.50 1.00

1.50 1.70

50.00

50.00

3

UBR 2nd

1,000.00

58%

580.00

15.00 1.72

25.80 4.82 0.50 1.00

1.50 1.70

50.00

50.00

4

BR 2nd

500.00

60%

300.00

15.00 1.66

24.90 4.65 0.50 1.00

1.50 1.70

50.00

50.00

5

Rich Rice

500.00

65%

325.00

15.00 1.53

22.95 4.28 0.50 1.00

1.50 1.70

70.00

70.00

6

UBR Powder

500.00

58%

290.00

15.00 1.72

25.80 4.82 0.50 1.00

1.50 1.70

50.00

50.00

7

Avil

500.00

60%

300.00

15.00 1.66

24.90 4.65 0.50 1.00

1.50 1.70

50.00

50.00

Paddy/Kg

Sl No

Sticker

1.50 1.70

Charge

24.90 4.65 0.50 1.15

Expense Of
1Kg Output

Transporting

Packing Cover

Packing Charge

Each of 1 Kg Output

Cost of Paddy

9,205.80 15.00 1.66

Rice/Kg

15,343.00 60%

% ofOutput

Matta

Item Name

1

Scope of the Initiative

Although “Thennala rice” got good brand value and demand in market, these farmers were
unable to generate sufficient revenue through sales. The company has already made tie up with
many agencies across the state for marketing rice and rice products. The products are of high
demand even from outside the country. Naturopathy centre in Tirur had been buying Thennala
rice regularly. Other Organic stalls had been buying the same. Proper marketing of the product
could take it to even more heights.

Appreciations all the way

The company has been receiving appreciations from different people from different places across
the globe. So many teams had visited the Thennala Agro Rice Company to study the Thennala
Model of ice Production. Even a team from Africa visited the company to study more about the
same. People from various organisations are visiting the company to study about the initiative.

Future plans

Thennala Rice has a few ideas hopefully to be executed in the upcoming years. Seed bank is
one among that. Now Thennala CDS is distributing the needed seeds for the farmers. It is also
planned cultivate some more seed varieties after testing them. This will also be included in the
Seed bank. Labour Bank which could give trained farming labourers is also one of the plans
of the company. They are also planning to launch a new product named ‘Breakfast Cereal’, a
value added product from the organic rice cultivated by them.
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Impact

The banking agencies, who were reluctant to provide any loan support to women in the past, are
now rating these women groups as the most credit worthy ones. The proactive credit support
rendered through JLG Scheme and its rigorous management by women collectives are cornerstones in transforming the women as commercial farmers in Kerala. The initiative is giving
a reasonable standard of life to the 500 women farmers and had changed their life altogether.
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Ummante Vadakkini:
Success Saga of a group of
fearless people
Ummante Vadakkini, (Mother’s Kitchen) the monthly food fest system initiated by Kudumbashree
Malappuram District Mission stands out different by setting a unique model. The food fest
serves tasty, mouth watering ethnic Malabar cuisines. What makes Ummante Vadakkini different
from another food courts? Not only the food served by them but also their mode of working is
a bit different. Yes! They made a huge difference by shifting their mindsets to better thoughts.

Concept of Ummante Vadakkini

The concept of Ummante Vadakkini is very simple. Every month the food court will be set up
in different locations of the district for 3 days a month. Using the panchayath fund and using
the 20% of the monthly turnover food fest would be set up in the upcoming months and the
process continues.

How it was evolved?

During December 2016, a Christmas market was set up by Malappuram District Mission in the
town itself. But unfortunately, the market couldn’t make much profit. On reviewing the issue,
district mission could find out that only an innovative thought which is capable of winning the
interest of the common public could be the only solution. The whole team of the Malappuram
district mission assembled together and began thinking of a breaking through initiative. It was
Smt. Hemalatha, District Mission Co-ordinator, Kudumbashree Malappuram District Mission
who came up with the idea of a food court; a monthly food court. Every staff in the district
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mission felt that it would work out and that had made all the difference. The whole team that
a catchy and wonderful name could steal the whole show. And the name ‘Ummante Vadakkini’ was evolved. The interested catering units were identified at first. Mainly there are five
catering units who regularly take part in the same. They are ‘We One’ from Chelambra, ‘Arya’
unit from Nilambur, ‘Ramzan’ from Makaraparambu, ‘Teenas’ from Thayakkod and ‘Karthika’
from Nilambur. The catering units from the other CDSs also join where the food court would
be organised. The first food fest in the series was conducted at Puthoor at Kottakkal using the
Panchayath fund.

Mode of Working

Once a location is finalised, a meeting would be called at the concerned CDS. A reception
committee would be called in the Panchayath level for discussing the further activities. An
amount of Rs. 40,000 is given by the Panchayath. For assuring the sales, coupons of different
denominations would be sold at the CDS. This would serve as a means of publicity as well.
A Press meet would be called for publicizing the event to even larger extents. Following the
green protocol, the Mission has intervened and used the amount got as commission for buying
steel utensils for organising the programme without using any plastic. The food waste would
be disposed by converging with the concerned Panchayath local bodies.
The team put in extra care to maintain the ethnic taste of the food they prepare. Juices, biriyanis, snacks, deserts etc are served at the food stalls. There wouldn’t be any compromise in
the quality of the food. And that is the key factor that the common people are more and more
attracted to this monthly food festival.

Current Status

So far, Ummante Vadakkini had been organised in 10 different locations- Puthoor, Edavanappara, Angadippuram, Edappal, Kollam, Tirur, Thanoor, Vengara, Alathiyoor and Ponnani. The
total Sales recorded during each food fest are as follows:
Month
January 2017
February 2017
March 2017
April 2017
April- May 2017
August 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017
December 2017

Location
Puthoor
Edavannappara
Angadippuram
Edappal
Kollam
Tirur
Thanoor
Vengara
Aalathiyoor
Ponnani
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Sales
Recorded
4,31,320
3,51,210
4,62,120
2,23,473
9,44,157
2,86,245
1,92,790
2,28,625
1,92,460
2,29,685

No. of units
participated
16
12
13
12
7
6
9
9
8
6

Total
Expenditure
1,00,000
1,11,476
1,40,520
1,41,816
Nil
84,680
1,80,466
1,91,170
1,68,743
75,730

‘Ummante Vadakkini’ had been set up at the India Food Court set up by Kudumbashree NRO
at Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, Kaloor, Ernakulam as part of Mathrubhumi Festival and had
received wonderful responses. ‘Ummante Vadakkini’ often participate in the Saras Fairs that
are organised by other states and other fairs as well.

Scope of the Initiative

The initiative is getting good response from the public. District Mission had purchased steel
utensils out of the amount collected as commission from the festival. This could minimise the
amount that the catering units have to spend for the smooth running of the initiative. This would
in turn lead to the self sustainability of the catering units taking part in Ummante Vadakkini.
Kudumbashree Malappuram District Mission look forward to the smooth, self sustainable, self
reliant functioning of ‘Ummante Vadakkini’ even without the assistance of district mission. The
initiative is moving forward successfully unleashing the real strength that they have within them.
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Eksat Training for
Haritha Karma Sena
In Kozhikode district, Eksat had been entrusted to give proper and effective training for the
Haritha Karma Sena team. The systematic and proper training which include both theory and
practical classes will equip them to be able to do their responsibilities. Only through proper
training the programme will be able to give fruitful results. Let’s look into the way that Eksat
take up the training and execute them successfully.

Waste Management

Waste Management has become an essential service that need to be provided by Government
for the wellness of public. Due to the rapid growth at which economies are expanding along
with the rising living standards, led to increase the quantity and complexity of waste generated.
Today waste management has become a serious issue in Kerala. Growth of unmanageable waste
generation and garbage pile-ups is creating a lot of ecological issues such as global warming.

Haritha Karma Sena

Waste Management is undoubtedly an essential service that a government should provide for
the wellness of their public. The uncontrollable growth of unmanageable waste generation and
garbage pile-ups is creating a lot of ecological issues and health issues as well.
Haritha Karma sena is a professional team consisting of Green Technicians and Green Supervisors mainly Kudumbashree Women who will be assigned with the responsibility of collection, transportation, processing, recycling / disposal, and management of waste materials in
association with respective LSGs and Suchithwa Mission.
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Green Technicians are trained man power recruited to provide technical services and solutions
on waste management projects. One Green Technician has to visit 250 households in a ward.
In one Ward two Green Technicians will be positioned and one supervisor for managing 15
Wards. So for a Panchayath having 15 Wards, the total man power would be 31.The Green
Supervisor must be a graduate able to operate computers and give reports. The Collection of
user fee will be the responsibility of Green Supervisor.

Need of Training Green Technicians

Green Technicians are supposed to visit 250 households each and they would segregate the
plastics and other wastes based on the type it belong to and only proper segregation would
enable them to wisely dispose them and make money out of it. Only proper training can bring
in the desired results.

Eksat Training Institute

Eksat is an HRD Training and Research Institute and a Micro Business Centre under
Kudumbashree- State Poverty Eradication Mission of Kerala (KS/M/1236/2011). Eksat was
started in 2005. It is the first training institute in Kerala. Kudumbashree Kozhikode District
Mission had made them a team who had been giving trainings. As a Micro Business Centre,
it provides training in Enterprises development, business consultancy service to set up micro
enterprises even in production and marketing.
Eksat conduct training in capacity building, soft skill development, business administration
and management, business counselling, orientation training for community based organizations
and self help groups etc. Besides these, Eksat conducts research and survey activities are also
for various organisations. So far, Eksat organised several training for Kudumbashree CDS
functionaries, tribal groups, prospective entrepreneurs etc. Besides Kudumbashree, the agency had
done training for Local Self Government Department, Fisheries Department, Matsyafed, Kirtads,
Prime Minister Rozgar Yojana (PMRY), Scheduled
Caste- Scheduled Tribe Department, Industrial
Department, Youth Welfare Department, Rural
Development Department etc.
The training methodology include participatory
sessions, group dynamics, role plays, case study,
transactional analysis, counselling, video counselling, mental ability test, linguistic programming,
stimulated games and energizers, interactive input and output sessions, meditation, laughing
exercise, meeting preparation and cultural programmes.
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Eksat mainly focus on Kudumbashree training. Apart from that, they focus on Entrepreneurship
development programme, business counselling, business development, business management,
effective communication training, public speaking and skill development training, leadership
training with motivation, personality development training, project clinic and preparation, skill
development training and various researches and surveys.

Training for Haritha Karma Sena in Kozhikode

Eksat is entrusted for giving the proper training for equipping the Haritha Karma Sena the best
of its kind in the state. A 3 day residential training is given for the same. The faculty for training
the Haritha Karma Sena include faculty from health department, retired faculties, segregation
faculty etc. PowerPoint presentation, field visit, group activity etc are also included in the
training module. Out of the 65 batches in the district, training of 15 groups had already been
completed. Associating with the Urban Local Body, the Haritha Karma Sena will be sent for
field visit. They will also visit and understand how organic wastes are disposed effectively.
Haritha Karma Sena of Vadakara had already started working and therefore experience sharing sessions of them is also included in the module, which will be very helpful for them to
get adapted with the work. The training would be completed by last week of February. The
training module for the Haritha Karma Sena was prepared by Eksat.
The training at Eksat will guarantee self analysis, self discover, goal setting, solving inter personal problems, time management, people management, communication skill, soft skill development, resource mobilisation, leadership quality, stress management, stress management etc.
At Eksat, training means more than mere teaching. At Eksat it is about exploring knowledge
with an inquisive mind, developing capacity for service, learn to make ethical choices and
excel in extracurricular activities. They launch the trainees on a personal journey of growth
to become ethically strong citizens. The training that Eksat is giving would undoubtedly help
the Haritha Karma Sena to perform their best and excel in the programme.
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Home shops of Kozhikode
Through home shops the Kudumbashree women of Kozhikode are rewriting the history. After studying the market and scope of the products made by them, Kudumbashree women are
directly selling out the products produced by their fellow women and is earning their lives out
of it. Kudumbashree women had touched many lives through this scheme. It’s wonderful that
this scheme is changing common women’s life in many ways. Let’s study how this scheme
was evolved and reaped success out of it.

Community Marketing

Community Marketing is a strategy that involves forming an engaging brand presence in
order to interact with a community of existing customers. By engaging with the customers,
this marketing strategy creates a brand presence as well as makes a demand for the products.

What is Home shop?

Exploring marketing avenues for the products of Kudumbashree enterprises has led to the
evolution of different approaches and models. Over the years, the Kudumbashree brand has
gained significant acceptance across Kerala. However, only very limited number of products
are sold through established channels. Direct to home sales, markets organised in connection
with events, and fairs conducted during festival seasons are the main avenues for sale of
Kudumbashree products.Home shop is a model emerged out of the explorations for establishing marketing channels for Kudumbashree products. Home shop is a community marketing
network of members of Kudumbashree families.
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Home shop network has three components:
•

Producers- These are micro enterprise units associated with Kudumbashree producing a
wide range of products
• Home shop owners- These are individual entrepreneurs from Kudumbashree families
running their businesses on zero investment; the home shop owners do direct selling of
products to households in their area
• Management team - A professional team with members drawn from Kudumbashree families; works as an enterprise by itself, links the producers and home shops, and takes care
of distribution management and finances.
Home shop is an example of community marketing which promotes the sale of locally produced products by employing women for the same, thereby creating market for the products
and creating an income generation source for the women.

How it was evolved?

The existing home shop model was replicated from the model implemented and executed by
Shasthra Sahithya Parishad in the district. The scheme was about producing and marketing the
products by themselves thereby creating the need of using locally produced goods. During the
tenth anniversary celebrations of Kudumbashree that the officials of Shasthra Sahithya Parishad
was asked to present a paper on community marketing. Kudumbashree had always sensed
the need of marketing the products produced by the women and had found it interesting and
decided to implement the same.
Pilot project in home shop was initiated in Kodakara block in Thrissur district in 2007. It was
the block panchayath that implemented the pilot project. Before scaling up the model, a twoday State level workshop was organised at Kerala Institute of Local Administration (KILA).
Representatives of local governments attended the workshop, which dealt with the concept
and operational procedures for home shop. Kudumbashree had developed detailed guidelines
on community marketing in order to support such entrepreneurs.
On finding it a way for marketing the products and creating employment opportunities,
Kudumbashree’s home shop service was started on 29 July 2010 at Koyilandy in Kozhikode
with nine varieties of products from six Kudumbashree units and 25 home shop owners.
Presently, home shops are running successfully in Koduvally, Chelannoor, Panthalayani, Calicut Corporation, Koyilandi Municipality, Thodannoor Block, Vadakara mini, Thooneri Block
Ward 1, Kunnumal Block etc.

Functioning of the Home Shop Network

Home shop is about relationship marketing; the home shop owners take the products directly
to the households; as the visits are regular, consumers enjoy credit purchase also. Typically
there are one or two home shops in a ward of a gram panchayat.
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The management team identify the product and enterprises and specify the quality standards
and packing requirements. The management team then purchases the products and distributes
to the home shops. The home shop owners store the products and reach households for selling
the products at regular intervals, in dates known to the families.The management team procures
the products produced by different units. The producers will get their products to the various
stock points and the Block co-ordinator will be the custodian. As per the requirements, the
block coordinator will give the list of the required products. On the 3rd of every month, the
share will be paid to the producers. The Block Co-ordinators will be reviewed on 4th of every
month and will be paid their salary of Rs 5000 and the incentives based on their performance.
The Block coordinators will be provided with the travel allowances and mobile phone. There
is a feedback mechanism that contributes to improvement in product quality.

Roles and Responsibilities of the Stakeholder Groups
Producers
• Purchasing raw materials and producing goods as per specifications from the management
team
• Supplying products on demand
• Quality improvement as per feedback from management team
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Management team
• Identifying suitable products from Kudumbashree entrepreneurs
• Developing quality and packaging protocols for producers
• Selection and training of home shop owners (HSO)
• Selection and training of facilitators
• Developing intermediate storage facilities
• Arranging suitable transportation facilities
• Purchasing products from producers and distributing it to home shop owners on demand
• Making monthly payment to producers
• Communicating quality feedback to producers and monitoring improvements in quality
• Accounting and audit
• Developing new market promotion strategies (Best HSO award function organised at GP
level, incentives at all levels etc.)
• Conducting regular review of HSOs and facilitators/coordinators
•
Facilitators
• Part of management team, linkage between management team and home shop owners
• Taking orders from HSOs and managing stock at intermediate storage centres preferably
blocks
• Ensuring timely supply of products
• Collecting money from HSOs and handing it over to the management team.
• Communicating feedback of HSOs to management team
• Addressing capability issues of HSOs
• Field support to HSOs whenever necessary
• Home shop owners
• Visit houses at regular intervals and sell products
• Estimate demand of products
• Collect money from households
• Payment of products to facilitators at pre-decided intervals
• Communicate feedback of consumers to facilitators
• Place orders to the management team through coordinators or facilitators
• Attend monthly review meetings

How one can enrol as a Home Shop Owner?

Those who wish to be a Home Shop Owner (HSO) is needed to give an application to the concerned CDS offices. The Management team of Home shops will interview them based on the
application received. On selecting them, continuous training will be given for 6 days which
includes 4 days of theory classes and 2 days of practical classes.
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Management team of Home shops

The first and foremost task of management team is to find the currently running unit or stopped
units in the locality. The next step is to give proper training in making the product. The management unit aims at producing quality products and therefore focus in equipping them with
proper guidance. The management team ensures the quality and appearance of the products to
compete with the similar products available in the open market. Thus the management team
engages in each and every process of the product.

Status so far

There are about 500 active home shop owners in the district. When started it had only nine
varieties of products from six Kudumbashree units and 25 home shop owners. Then it has been
extended up to 39 units in the district with 59 variety products. Totally 776 families are direct
and indirect beneficiaries of this scheme. Now it has became a model project in the state and
has spread over to 56 Kudumbashree CDS.
25 % of the sold amount will be given to the home shop owners. Incentives will also be paid
to those perform well. In 2012, Pension Scheme was also introduced for them. Now there are
Insurance scheme for all home shop owners. Sreenidhi (life care scheme), Snehanidhi (Scheme
for health treatment of home shop owners), educational scholarship to the children of home
shop owners, contributory pension scheme etc are also offered to them. Apart from this uniform,
bags, identity cards are also provided.
Also other districts are also replicating the same and are reaping success out of it. Through
Home shops Kozhikode District Mission had set an example of the scope of marketing our own
products by creating job opportunities to our women. In fact, they had made a path breaking
effort to make many people’s lives better.
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Pink Task Force from Kozhikode
Pink Task Force is the district initiative put forward by Kozhikode District Mission to support
the gender activities of women in the district. Even though women are always in the forefront in regard of education and skills, still they are facing too many atrocities against them.
Kudumbashree Kozhikode District Mission had come forward with such a district initiative
to help the women attain their own space and importance in the society!

Atrocities against Women

Violence Against Women (VAW), also known as gender-based violence, is, collectively, violent acts that are primarily or exclusively committed against women. Sometimes considered a
hate crime, this type of violence targets a specific group with the victim’s gender as a primary
motive. This type of violence is gender-based, meaning that the acts of violence are committed
against women expressly because they are women. The UN Declaration on the Elimination
of Violence against Women states, “violence against women is a manifestation of historically
unequal power relations between men and women” and “violence against women is one of the
crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced into a subordinate position compared
with men.”
Women in the Indian society have been victims of humiliation, torture and exploitation for as
long as we have written records of social organization and family life. Today, though women
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are being gradually recognized as important, powerful and meaningful contributors to the life
of men; but some of the cruel practices thrive even today. In spite of the legislative measures
adopted in favour of women in our society after Independence, the spread of education and
women’s gradual economic independence, countless women still continue to be victims of
violence and extreme cruelty. The term ‘atrocities against women’ refers to as “a cruel and
wicked act against a woman which causes her emotional or physical injury or both“.
The Police Research Bureau, Delhi has referred to “crime against women” under two categories:
•
Crimes under the Indian Penal Code, and
•
Crimes under the local and special laws.
The Bureau has identified seven crimes in the first category and four crimes in the second category of crimes. The seven crimes under the IPC are: rape, kidnapping and abduction, homicide
for dowry, torture (physical and mental), molestation, eve-teasing; and importation of girls up
to 21 years of age, while the four crimes under the local and special laws are: commission of
sati, dowry prohibition, immoral traffic, and indecent representation of women. There is a need
to raise voice and fight against atrocities against Women. Further, for each reported rape, many
unreported rapes and for each reported eve-teasing many unreported eve- teasing cases occurs.
The number of reported cases of atrocities against women in India has increased in recent
years. The increase in the number of reported not only indicates increased reporting but it
only indicates an increased awareness about gender parity and women’s rights, the confidence
of the victims in the new laws for their protection, and because of institutions such as Family Courts, and NGOs working for women. But we know that all cases are not reported and
recorded for various reasons.

Women empowerment

Women empowerment has become a significant topic of discussion in the present social scenario.
It can also point to the approaches regarding other trivialized genders in a particular political
or social context. Women’s economic empowerment refers to the ability for women to enjoy
their right to control and benefit from resources, assets, income and their own time, as well as
the ability to manage risk and improve their economic status and well being.
To empower a woman in India, it is needed to kill the factors that are against the rights and
values of women in the society such as dowry system, illiteracy, sexual harassment, inequality,
infanticide, domestic violence against women, rape, illegal trafficking etc. Giving priority to
the gender equality facilitates women empowerment all over the country. It needs women to
be strong physically, mentally and socially. Various mass campaigns are needed to make them
aware about of the values and rights they really possess. Women empowerment has the power
to do many things in the society and the country. Empowering women may easily help to grow
each and every member of the family without any extra effort.
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Relevance of Kudumbashree Mission

Empowerment of Women would automatically bring empowerment to everyone. This would
only be possible only through fruitful interventions into the society. Kudumbashree is the only
organisation in the state of Kerala that has got such a huge network among the common men
of the society. Only through Kudumbashree, fruitful interventions could be done to get the
desired results. Since the time of inception, Kudumbashree Mission had been making notable
interventions to bring in positive changes among the Kerala’s women population.
Kudumbashree acts as a catalyst that would work in between to motivate them and help them
find a way of their own to be independent and strong. Being an organization that work with
the vision of empowering women, thereby to empower the nation, Kudumbashree believes
that it is the responsibility of the Mission to ideate new programmes to train them to fight back
against the atrocities against them. Several gender based campaigns are being organised by
Kudumbashree to mould them to be aware of the discriminations against them and the ways
to fight back.

Gender Self learning Programme

Gender Self learning Programme could be regarded as the first social educational process that
would have direct implications on rights and entitlements of women in grass roots. Unlike
conventional women empowerment programmes that adhere to awareness classes, gender self
learning programme aims at facilitating neighbourhood groups on discussions that reflect on
discrimination, violence and inequality. Each women represented in the network is regarded
as a participant, information provider and knowledge creator.

Vigilant group formation & Pink task Force

As per the directions of the Kudumbashree State Mission, and as part of the Gender Self Learning
Programme, Vigilant Groups were formed among the CDS to empower them and to fight back
the atrocities against them in the district. They were trained professionally to face any such
acts. Associating with the Kozhikode Police Department, vigilant groups were formed among
the 82 CDS in the district. They were given defence training to fight against those atrocities.
By selecting 2 women out of those trained among the 82 CDSs, a Pink Task Force was formed
in the district during August 2017. The Pink Task Force was launched as a district initiative
of Kudumbashree Kozhikode District Mission. Activities for giving training in 3 phases on
defence and the services offered by the women departments for the Pink task Force is being
planned under the leadership of Gender team in the district . The District Mission was able
to ensure that the Pink Task Force members were included in all activities of Nirbhaya Cell
in the district and were given proper training on it. The Pink task Force is always active in
their concerned CDSs. They empower the women emotionally and physically and train their
fellow women. The Pink Task Force also work as volunteers in the events conducted by the
Kozhikode District Mission as well.
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Through the formation of Pink Task Force, Kudumbashree Kozhikode District Mission had made
a big leap by intervening into the crisis situation with the real tool in hand. As the programme
envisages, these empowered women would make revolutionary changes in the attitude of the
women themselves on their view point on the atrocities against them. The gender programmes
implemented in the district are worthy enough to be replicated by the other districts as well.
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Kudumbashree Hostel Network
being a boon to the women
Even nowadays travelling alone is considered a risky, frivolous pursuit for women. Many women
hold themselves back from travelling. But for what reason? It is a question that women had
been asking to themselves for many decades. Night stay had always been an issue for women.
Well, there is a good news for all women out there! Say good bye to those issues that pulled
you back. The Kudumbashree Hostel Network at Kozhikode is being a boon to the women.
Travelling alone will not be a night mare anymore. Four women’s hostels were started under
Kudumbashree Kozhikode District Mission and are offering comfort stay to many. Let’s have
a look into them, and knew about how they had evolved.

Railview women’s Hostel (November 2017)

Hostels run by Kudumbashree CDS are of high demand in Kozhikode city. So is Railview
Hostel. Located at Francis road, near fourth platform of Kozhikode Railway station, the recently started ‘Rail view’ women’s hostel which have 33 rooms, including single, double and
triple rooms providing the state of the art facilities like free WiFi, CCTV, recreation club,
library and reading room, laundry, conference hall, counselling centre etc. Rail view hostel
was inaugurated by Shri. T.P Ramakrishnan, Minister for Labour and Excise, Government of
Kerala on 30 November 2017.
The all-women management which provide online booking facility, has also made arrangements
to accommodate women working on late night shifts. The counselling centre at the hostel which
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provide free counselling for women and children and the ‘Railway tasty corner’ food court
which serve tasty food are also accessible to the public as well. The tariff of the hostel ranges
from Rs. 3500- Rs 8000. Rail view is the fourth hostel started by Kudumbashree CDS. Smt.
P.P Sheeja and Smt. V. Pushpalatha, Smt. Savithri, officer bearers of Kozhikode Corporation
Kudumbashree CDS North are in charge of the the ‘Railview’ Hostel. The Railview hostel was
started focusing on women travelers as well.

She Homes Hostel (October 2017)

She Homes was started by a group of 4 women, of which 3 were the investors and one was
a marketing co-coordinator. Even though the initiative was launched soft launched in February 2017, the Hostel was fully opened when Dr. K.T Jaleel, Minster, Local Self Government
Department, Government of Kerala inaugurated the hostel on 30 October 2017. The hostel
can provide comfortable stay for 100 women at a time. One of the investor of the enterprise is
Smt. Smiji, who had been the administrator of Eksath Training centre and was also the admin
of Feminara Ladies Hostel, the first hostel in the series. She felt the need of such hostels in a
city like Kozhikode and discussed the idea within the CDS. The idea was much appreciated
and was decided to implement. Around Rs. 6.5 lakh rupees was taken as loan and now each
of the investor can have around Rs 20,000 as salary or monthly income. They are investing
the share of their income into this venture itself and now they have an asset worth Rs 85 lakh.
The interesting feature of She Homes Hostel is that they had employed women who were
sidelined in the society. Out of the 4 staff in the hostel, 3 of them are widows and one had been
living lonely as no one had been there to take care of her. They had been paying Rs 12,000 for
each staff. Not only to its inmates by providing a comfortable stay, but also by being support
few lonely women staff who were in despair, She Homes is being a boon to many. She Homes
works round the year. They have rooms of tariff from Rs 3500- Rs 8000. A tailoring institute
name She Style was also launched to teach basic stitching techniques to women, thereby enabling them to acquire a skill.

‘Sky Way’ Hostel (August 2017)

Compared to other Hostels, Sky way had a different start. In July 2016 a Pakal veed (Day Stay
Home) named ‘Heaven on Earth’ for Elderly was started by the Central CD, Kozhikode. Even
though 6 old people came in they could make regular visits and therefore the working of Pakal
veed was partially stopped. The place was lying vacant. Then they had an idea to start a ladies
hostel in that vacant space. An apartment was taken for rent and Sky Homes was started.
Smt. Beena, Smt. Jiji Raveendran, Smt Geetha and Smt. Suhara are the entrepreneurs behind
Sky Way Hostel. Sky Homes can provide comfortable stay to around 25 people. Located near
MIMS Hospital, most of the inmates are the staff of MIMS Hospital. Sky Way charges Rs
5000 per person, but considering the financial situation of the inmates, they reduce it upto Rs
3500. Even though the Old age home was partially stopped it will continue working if any
interested people wish to step in.
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Feminara Ladies Hostel (2014)

The first in the series, ‘Feminara’ Womens Hostel was started at Gujarathi street in 2014, which
was an instant hit. Following its success, ‘Sky Way’ Hostel, ‘She Homes’ Hostel and Railview
Hostel were started at Govindapuram and Parayancheri and Railway Station respectively.Feminara was started by Eksath, the HRD training institute and research institute in Kozhikode.
Eksath launched it with an idea of providing comfortable stay for women, during the time
women were struggling for a comfortable and affordable stay at Kozhikode. Even though
it was started by Eksath, the staff of Eksath are few Kudumbashree women. The hostel was
started availing Rs 5 lakh as loan and an amount of Rs 14 lakh was collected from the permanent members. The hostel can provide comfortable stay for 52 people. The home made food
prepared by house wives are served at the hostel. The Hostel started functioning as Smt. A.K
Premajam, Mayor of Kozhikode inaugurated the same.

Scope of such enterprises

The demand for women’s hostels rise during entrance examinations and other tests. Kudumbashree
hostels can accommodate around 300 people altogether in its four hostels. The hostels provide
all the modern facilities for a comfortable stay in affordable price, had became a second home
for its inhabitants. Kudumbashree Kozhikode District Mission had sets a unique model by
starting such women friendly initiatives. The bench mark set by them will undoubtedly be a
model for other district missions as well.
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Theertham : The ‘Holy Water’ from
Kudumbashree Women
The RO plant opened at Kozhikode Old Corporation office premises stand out unique because
of the interventions it had made into the life of common man of Kozhikode. The RO plant is
producing and distributing drinking water to almost all the households and shops in Kozhikode city limits. ‘Theertham’, as the name implies is being the holy water, distributed to the
people of Kozhikode in reasonable prices during this time of water scarcity. Let us look into
their success story. How these women had launched such a path breaking initiative and how
they are reaping success from it.

Water scarcity

Water scarcity is defined as the lack of sufficient available fresh water resources to meet the
water demands. It affects every continent and was listed in 2015 by the World Economic Forum
as the largest global risk in terms of potential impact over the next decades. It is manifested
by partial or no satisfaction of expressed demand, economic competition for water quantity or
quality, disputes between users, irreversible depletion of groundwater, and negative impacts
on the environment. Two-thirds of the global population live under conditions of severe water
scarcity at least 1 month of the year, half a billion people in the world face severe water scarcity
all year round. Half of the world’s largest cities experience water scarcity.
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Water scarcity in Kerala

Kerala is the state with large number of perennial strings, streams, rivers and other water bodies and with an average 3000 mm rain fall yearly, the unique water resource problem in the
Kerala is that per capita availability of water is lower than national average. This is a result of
accelerated surface water runoff to sea, which leaves little water for consumption and causes
cycles of water abundance and water poverty. In the present scenario of Kerala, drinking water
scarcity is high and the availability of fresh drinking water is very low and a larger percentage
people in Kerala, especially those living in the urban areas depend on bottled drinking water
for meeting their needs. The shops and government offices, schools and other institutions use
such bottled drinking water for overcoming the drinking water scarcity issue.

Bottled Drinking Water

Bottled water is drinking water (e.g., well water, distilled water, mineral water, or spring water)
packaged in PET Bottle or Glass Water Bottles. Bottled water may be carbonated or not. Sizes
range from small single serving bottles to large carboys for water coolers.

Bottled water services

It is not uncommon for business or individuals to subscribe to a bottled water service. Such
services deliver water either monthly or weekly, sometimes even daily. Traditionally, water in
glass bottles (jugs) was provided to electric coolers in areas of businesses without plumbing.
Nowadays, plastic containers have replaced those glass jugs, however, dispensers at businesses
now may stand alongside existing water taps or fountains.

Scope of Bottled Drinking Water in Kozhikode

The increasing population had contributed much to the water scarcity and the pollution is also
evolved as a reason for water scarcity. The Bottled drinking water services has got a huge
relevance in a city like Kozhikode as it is densely populated and Kozhikode city has evolved
into a bigger market over these years.

Kudumbashree Mission’s Interventions

Kudumbashree had launched the idea of launching a Reverse Osmosis Plant to produce bottled
drinking water, as part of the National Urban Livelihoods Mission Project being implemented
in Kerala. And the first drinking water plant was constructed at the Old corporation office
premises. A five member team of Kudumbashree women was entrusted to supply the drinking
water cans to 150 houses and residential apartments. A trail run was held for a week so that
the members could make required changes when the operation turned into full swing. As the
programme was found successful, the programme was officially launched on 5 June 2017, the
Environment day. The bottled drinking water was named as ‘Theertham’.
Community Development Societies (CDS) of the Kudumbashre project office of the city corporation is implementing the project with the help of New Delhi based Dharna Infrastructure
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Private Limited. The public need to give a nominal charge of just Rs 20 for 20 litres of pure
drinking water. The plant is located at the old corporation office and has the capacity to produce
2000 cans of water per day. The CDS had dug up tube well to ensure continuous water for
the supply. The treatment plant at old corporation office is using reverse osmosis technology
to treat the filtered water. The water will be then purified through ultraviolet treatment. The
purified water stored in the stainless steel tanks will be distributed after packaging in bottles
and canes. They are supplying an average of about 300 bottles per day.
The five membered team led by Smt. Latha is incharge of the initiative. A vehicle was hired
for supplying the bottles to the needy and now they had got 2 vehicles to supply the bottles,
as the need for Thirtham drinking water had increased. The group had taken loan and they are
repaying an amount of Rs.50,000 per month and are investing their shares of their income for
the smooth running of the initiative itself.

Status so far

The initiative was widely appreciated by the people very much that at times the group may fail
to reach to them. It is planned to buy more vehicles for the smooth delivery.
The office had started receiving request from offices and educational institutions even when it
was decided to a conduct trail run for a week by distributing water to houses and apartments.
The Thirtham Drinking Water is affordable to everyone that 20 litres of water cost Rs 20 only
which means that, it cost Rs 1 per litre.
The list of the bottles dispensed in every month is as follows:
Month
June 2017
July 2017
August 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017
January 2018

No. of bottles
dispensed
996
2338
3586
3258
3884
4868
5063
5168

The nominal rate and good quality are the hallmark of Theertham packaged drinking water
that more people are enquiring about the availability of the service even from distant places.
It is also planned to start such RO plants in other places in the district in the next phase. The
demand for purified drinking water can be better converted into an enterprise opportunity
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and the Mission intends to set 17 plants across the state. The project will be implemented in
co-ordination with the concerned Local Self Governments.
Kudumbashree’s interventions into this sector had ensured availability of healthy, safe and pure
drinking water to the common people as well. For these women, this is not only a job to earn
their living but also, it is a huge responsibility and service being served to the common people
around them. Kudumbashree’s path breaking initiative is therefore touching many lives and
bringing happiness and life to them.
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WAYANAD
DISTRICT
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Clean Destination Programme
Wayanad District being a tourist destination is of high interest among the wanderlusts and
travellers inside and outside India, the number of people who visit this destination would be
comparatively high. More the people visit, there are chances of more waste accumulation.
The clean destination programme is very much relevant in this scenario as well. As decided,
Harithakarma Sena would be set up in Wayanad District as well. The District Mission had been
taking steps to set up a waste management team in the district. Let’s look into the status of the
setting up of Harithakarmasena in the district.

Solid waste and littering

In areas with high concentrations of tourist activities and appealing natural attractions, waste
disposal is a very serious problem and the improper disposal can be a major despoiler of the
natural environment - rivers, scenic areas, and roadsides. In mountain areas, trekking tourists
generate a great deal of waste. Tourists on expedition leave behind their garbage, food packets,
oxygen cylinders and even camping equipments. Such practices would degrade the environment
and in the remote areas that have few garbage collection or disposal facilities, the situation
would be even worse.

Wayanad District and Tourism

Wayanad District is a district in the north-east of Kerala state, India with headquarters at the town
of Kalpetta. It is set high on the Western Ghats with altitudes ranging from 700 to 2100 m. The
district stands on the southern tip of the Deccan plateau and includes part of the Western Ghats.
Even though it is the least populous district in the state, because of its natural and scenic beauKUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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ty it had evolved into a most visited tourist destination. Spanning over two thousand square
kilometers, Wayanad district is a mixed bag of exotic destinations waiting to be explored.
Quite a large area of the district is covered by forest but the continued and the indiscriminate
exploitation of the natural resources point towards an imminent environmental crisis. There
are a lot of trekking points in this district.
Priyadarshini tea environs, Kuruva islands, Edakkal caves, Kanthanpara waterfalls, Pookode
lake, Banasura sagar dam, Wayanad heritage museum, Tholpetty wildlife sanctuary, Muthanga
wildlife sanctuary, Pazhassi raja tomb, Pazhassi raja park, Pazhassi raja memorial, Chembra
peak, Jain temple, Sulthan bathery, Banasura Meenmutti falls, Chain tree, Varambetta mosque,
Korome mosque, Thirunelly temple, Papanashini and Thrissilery temple, Ancient jain temple
ruins, panamaram, Seetha lava kusha temple, Krishnagiri stadium, Regional Agricultural
Research Station at Ambalavayal, Phantom rock, Soochipara waterfalls, Pallikunnu church,
Valliyoorkavu temple etc are some of the main tourist destinations in the district.
Wayanad’s forests are part of the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve, one of the 20 reserves in UNESCO’S World Network of Biosphere Reserves. It was also the first biosphere reserve to be
established in India. These forests are rich in plant and animal diversity, and play a crucial role
in the conservation of several rare species of animals and plants. More the people visit, there
are chances of more waste accumulation. This would make adverse effects in the eco system
of Wayanad. The waste produced from the inhabitants would also may turn into a severe
problem, if proper waste management system is not implemented. Only through proper waste
management techniques, the serenity of the destination could be retained.

Waste Management

Waste management or waste disposals are all the activities and actions required to manage waste
from its inception to its final disposal. This includes amongst other things collection, transport,
treatment and disposal of waste together with monitoring and regulation. It also encompasses
the legal and regulatory framework that relates to waste management encompassing guidance
on recycling.
Waste can take any form that is either solid, liquid, or gas and each have different methods of
disposal and management. Waste management normally deals with all types of waste whether
it was created in forms that are industrial, biological, household, and special cases where it
may pose a threat to human health. It is produced due to human activity such as when factories
extract and process raw materials. Waste management is intended to reduce adverse effects of
waste on health, environment or aesthetics.
Waste Management has become an essential service that need to be provided by Government
for the wellness of public. Due to the rapid growth at which economies are expanding along
with the rising living standards, led to increase the quantity and complexity of waste generated.
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Today waste management has become a serious issue in Kerala. Growth of unmanageable waste
generation and garbage pile-ups is creating a lot of ecological issues such as global warming.

Haritha Karma Sena

Haritha Karma sena is a professional team consisting of Green Technicians and Green Supervisors mainly Kudumbashree Women who will be assigned with the responsibility of collection, transportation, processing, recycling / disposal, and management of waste materials in
association with respective LSGs and Suchithwa Mission.
Green Technicians are trained man power recruited to provide technical services and solutions
on waste management projects. One Green Technician has to visit 250 households in a ward.
In one Ward two Green Technicians will be positioned and one supervisor for managing 15
Wards. So for a Panchayath having 15 Wards, the total man power is 31. The Green Supervisor
must be a graduate able to operate computers and give reports. The Collection of user fee will
be the responsibility of Green Supervisor. Haritha Sahaya Sthapanams the accredited agencies
of Haritha Kerala Mission which will provide technical assistance to the Haritha Karma Sena.

Setting up of Harithakarma Sena in Wayanad

For the well being of the inhabitants in Wayanad, and as well as for retaining the serenity of
Wayanad, a Harithakarma Sena is being set up in the district. The local self government Departments, Harithakerala Mission, Suchithwa Mission and Clean Kerala Company are joining
hands with Kudumbashree Mission for achieving the mission.
Nine Local Self Government Departments viz., Meenangadi, Thariyod, Kalpetta, Vythiri,
Moopainad, Pozuthana, Padinjarathara, Edavaka, and Muttil had completed the training for
the Harithakarma Sena members in the district. A total of 199 members are trained so far. One
Haritha karma sena unit is active in the district. A Plastic shredding unit is set up at Meenangadi.
Padinjarathara & Meenangadi are the 2 places in the state where Material Collection Facility
Centre (MCF) and Resources Recovery Facility (RRF) are available.

Process of Waste Management

It is planned to make a team of Kudumbashree women at the village Panchayath levels and
the waste collected by them were send to a plastic recycling agency. A user fee was also collected from the households and shops for collecting wastes from them. As per the quantity of
the waste produced, the intervals between the waste collections would be fixed. The plastic
shredding units being installed at the panchayaths, urban local bodies and corporations would
be operated by the Harithakarma Sena members themselves. The shredded plastic would be
given for tarring the roads.
Only through a proper waste management system, the clean destination programme could be
successfully implemented in the district and the serenity of this tourist destination could be
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retained. Harithakarma sena members who came forward to keep the destination clean should
be appreciated and once the activity would be in full swing, the destination would become
even more serene than ever before. The initiatives taken up by the Wayanad District Mission
is really appreciatable and they are looking forward to new activities that could lead to zero
waste production. The Haritha Karma Sena team as well as the district team is highly optimistic
about this initiative.
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DDUGKY Foreign Placement
Programme
Foreign placements had always been a dream of every Keralite even long years back. The
payments and the incentives that the foreign companies offered would have made such an
impression. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY), the skill training and placement programme of the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), implemented
by Kudumbashree Mission in the state had been offering job placements in various sectors
including foreign placements as well. The District Mission of Wayanad made a leap in the
implementation of DDU-GKY programme in the state, by conducting Foreign Recruitment
Programme in the district. Many got placed in foreign companies with better salary offered
with incentives. Kudumbashree Wayanad District Mission has proved that the scope of the
DDU-GKY programme is immense. Let’s see how DDU-GKY Wayanad made it happen!

Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY)

Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY), the skill training and placement programme of the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) and Kerala State (Kudumbashree
Mission) occupies a unique position amongst other skill training programmes, due to its focus
on the rural poor youth and its emphasis on sustainable employment through the prominence
and incentives given to post-placement tracking, retention and career progression.

Why DDU-GKY?

The National Policy for Skill Development & Entrepreneurship 2015 has identified a skills
gap of 109.73 million in 24 key sectors by the year 2022. This number cannot be achieved
without addressing the BoP 55 million from rural India. Also, a FICCI and Ernst – Young study
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published in 2013 identified a shortage of over 47 million skilled workers across the globe by
2020. This presents an unprecedented opportunity for India to train its BoP youth population
and place them in jobs across the world and realize its demographic dividend.
DDU-GKY takes pride in its partners and their ability to add value. Innovation from partners
is encouraged to build scale and capacity and its unique implementation structure involves
partners, who are by nature, committed to changing lives and are experts in their areas, they
form a part of the Skilling Ecosystem integrated by DDU-GKY. Partners are supported through
investment, capacity building, strategies for retention, linkages to international placement and
technology support for training purposes.

Relevance of DDU-GKY programme

Over 180 million or 69% of the country’s youth population between the ages of 18 and 34
years, live in its rural areas. Of these, the bottom of the pyramid youth from poor families
with no or marginal employment number about 55 million. The Government of India has set
an ambitious target for providing skill training to 500 million of its youth by 2022, which is
in line with the estimated demand for skilled manpower over the next decade. As per the 2011
Census, India has 55 million potential workers between the ages of 15 and 35 years in rural
areas. At the same time, many industrialized nations are facing an ageing population problem.
Some of these countries are expected to face a cumulative shortage of 57 million workers by
2020. These numbers represent a historic opportunity for India to transform its demographic
surplus into a demographic dividend.
DDU-GKY is uniquely focused on rural youth between the ages of 15 and 35 years from poor
families. As a part of the Skill India campaign, it plays an instrumental role in supporting the
social and economic programs of the government like the Make In India, Digital India, Smart
Cities and Start-Up India, Stand-Up India campaigns. Even though our country is moving
towards becoming an international skills hub, it is still needed to acknowledge the challenges
preventing the rural poor from taking advantage of this momentous economic transition. Lack
of formal education, marketable skills and other constraints imposed by poverty pulls them
back and had placed significant entry barriers to today’s job market. There lies the relevance
of DDU-GKY programme. It is designed not only to provide high quality skill training opportunities to the rural poor, but also to establish a larger ecosystem that supports the trained
candidates secure a better future.

Main Objectives of DDU-GKY programme

There are various interventions that DDU-GKY supports. All are executed with the help of
Project Implementing Agency (PIAs) and retention is tracked. These interventions are for:
• Persons who are placed after a three months (576 hours), six months (1152 hours), nine
months (1728 hours) or twelve months (2304 hours) training program with or without
On-the-Job Training (OJT).
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•
•

Persons who are placed in a foreign country after a customized training program of not
more than 2304 hours duration.
Persons who are placed in a job with a minimum salary of Rs.10000 per month, after an
Industry internship of 12 months duration in entities having a turnover of average Rs.100
crore in previous three years.

DDU-GKY in Kerala

Kudumbashree Mission is the nodal agency entrusted by Government of India for implementing the Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDU-GKY) programme
in Kerala. Kudumbashree Mission had been successfully implementing the programme in 14
districts across the state.
The main feature of DDU-GKY is that it allows a person to get trained in courses and get placed
in jobs that would suit their aptitude. In Kerala, DDU-GKY offers 90 different courses in 47
different sectors. There are 132 training centres opened in different locations across Kerala.
Some courses offer residential training as well. If a course is not available in one’s locality,
the beneficiary may avail free accommodation and training from other training centres which
offer the courses that suits their aptitude.
DDU-GKY courses are designed in a way to explore more job opportunities in the future as
well. There is no other scheme other than DDU-GKY which would offer job opportunities
according to one’s aptitude and skills.
Kudumbashree Mission had bagged the National Award for the Best Nodal Agency (2016-17)
for the successful implementation of DDU-GKY programme. Mobilizing the right candidate
through Kudumbashree community network resulted in successful implementation of DDUGKY
in the state.

Job assured for 70% Students

The institutions those who wish to be part of DDU-GKY programme should apply in central
government’s website. After detailed checking procedures, the agencies will be empanelled as
Project Implementing Agencies (PIA) of DDU-GKY. The agencies are selected on the grounds
of their past work experience and its ability to ensure job after their completion of the course.
The contract is signed under the condition that 70% of the students should be placed after the
successful completion of the training programme.
For ensuring the placement for the students, huge training fees are given to the PIAs. The second
installment of the fees will only be given to the PIAs on furnishing the offer letter and bank
statements of the students who had secured job placements. So far, out of the 21,000 people
who had received skill training, 14,000 had already got job placements. The courses offered
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through DDU-GKY are National Council of Vocational Training (NCVT) certified courses and
it also includes special modules for English, Computer and soft Skills.

DDU-GKY in Wayanad

DDU-GKY team of Wayanad had been implementing many activities on the district to help in
getting the right beneficiaries the maximum out of this progarmme. Currently three training
centers are active under DDU–GKY umbrella in Wayanad District. WSSS Mananthavadi,
DB Tech Sulthan Batheri and Quess Corp / Avon–Kalpetta. At present there are 289 students
studying at the training centres. Given Below the List of DDU-GKY Training centers and
offering courses in Wayanad.
Name of
Training centers
Don Bosco Tech
Bathery
WSSS
Mananthavadi

Avon–
Kalpetta
(Quess Corp )

Courses Offered
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of students
in class room

Automotive Service Technician
Helper Electrician
Food Processing Additional
Food Processing Phase II
BPO
Fashion Designing
ITES I
ITES II
ITES III
ITES IV
CRS I
CRS II

Currently 345 students from Wayanad are studying at the
training centres in the district itself and 11 students from
Wayanad district are studying at outside training centres
in the state.
DDU-GKY Wayanad has crossed training for 1796 students
in DDUGKY Programme out of which 675 got fare placement. DDU-GKY had been organizing various activities
for the mobilization as well as for the placement of the
students and had made significant achievements. Wayanad
DDUGKY team had already covered 65% of district target
so far.
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60
107

178

Total Students
Male
Female
ST
SC
Minority
Others
Training completed
Job appointed
In Class
Placed

1796
717
1079
610
129
559
380
1433
1044
371
675

Foreign Placements through Foreign Recruitment Programme

Foreign Recruitment Programme is an exclusive innovation developed by DDU GKY Wayanad
team for International Placements. The2016-2017 phase witnessed 30 international offers being
rolled out across sectors such as Retail, Processing & Quality Controlling (FP & QC) Food
with brands like Armed Forces Officers Club (AFOC ) & Hotel Abu Dhabi, United Arab &
ID Fresh Food Pvt. Ltd - absorbed of 30 more candidates for their global operations. ID Fresh
Food group recruited for both its Sharjah & Saudi Arabia location. The average International
Salary offered to the students was 35,000 INR + Incentives.

Foriegn placement details
Course : Food Processing & Preservation
Centre : WSSS Mananthavady
Name
Category
Panchayath
Employer
Rahul
Others
Edavaka
ID Fresh Food
Product, Sharjah
Johnson
Minority
Thavinjal
ID Fresh Food
Product, Sharjah
Stuwin
Minority
Kottathara
ID Fresh Food
Product, Sharjah
Vishnu MV
ST
Meenangadi
ID Fresh Food
Product, Sharjah
Praveen
SC
Padinjarathara ID Fresh Food
Product, Sharjah
Nithin Siby
Minority
Thariyod
Officers Club Hotel, Abu Dhabi
Nithin M Lukose Minority
Thavinjal
Royal
Plaza
Restaurant, Bahrain
Nojin Vincent
Minority
Vellamunda
Peroduva Axia,
Malaysia

Salary
Rs 25000+F/A
Rs 25000+F/A
Rs 25000+F/A
Rs 25000+F/A
Rs 25000+F/A
Rs 25000+F/A
Rs 25000+F/A

Rs 25000+F/A

Kudumbashree Wayanad District Mission had made a path breaking gesture by opening ways
for job placements for the rural youth from a place like Wayanad, which is the least populous
district in the state. It is indeed a gesture that can be replicated by the other district missions
as well.
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Tie Up With
Brahmagiri Development Society
Kudumbashree Wayanad Mission is a bit forward in finding newer and better ways for marketing the products and services of Kudumbashree Women. They had always found path breaking
ways to help the Kudumbashree women attain new horizons of their own. The District Mission
is planning a tie up with the Wayanad Brahmagiri Development Society. Once the tie up will
be successful, the association is going to give more opportunities to the women for finding
newer paths that would give more fruitful results. Let’s have a look into that tie up between the
Kudumbashree Wayanad District Mission and Brahmagiri Development Society.

Brahmagiri Development Society

The Brahmagiri Development Society (BDS) came into existence in 1999 as a special purpose
society through Agriculture (Dairy) Department order, registered under Charitable Societies Act
with an objective of playing an active role in assisting the farming community in Wayanad attain
self-sufficiency. At present, Brahmagiri Development Society has 13500 individual members
and 27 institutional members. And have around 110 employees altogether.
The very purpose of the initiative is to form the launch pad for the agrarian dreams to effectively
tackle fluctuation in market prices for their products; thus instilling self-confidence in them to
make substantial progress rather than battling for survival. The project also aims at empowering
the farmers to tap modern technologies and mechanisms to improve their financial condition.
Brahmagiri Society realised the need of launching group farming that only through such group
initiated activities that the exploitation of the middle men could be ended. The excess income
of the society will in turn come to the producer itself.
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Ever since its commencement, the Brahmagiri Development Society has been conducting various training programmes in the dairy farming sector. The activities included scientific fodder
production, construction of cattle shed and bio-gas plants, distribution of azolla plants and
implementation of Watershed Development programmes with the assistance of the National
Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) and the Western Ghats Development
Programme (WGDP). The latest product from the Brahmagiri Development Society’s stable is
the ‘Malabar Meat’, a revolutionary initiative which is an innovative community-based farmer-oriented project. High quality beef, mutton, rabbit, and poultry products are processed and
packaged at the BDS’s multi-species meat processing plant located at Manjadi near Sulthan
Bathery in Wayanad district.
The state-of-the-art plant, spread over 13 acres of land, processes stock procured through
various self-help groups registered with the BDS. The Brahmagiri Development Society is
poised to expand its horizon of farmer-friendly activities with support from all quarters. The
Brahmagiri Development Society had been associating with Dairy Cooperative Department,
Animal Husbandry Department, Local Self Government Department, Agriculture Department,
Western Ghats Development Cell, Kerala Institute of Local Administration (KILA), Veterinary
Department etc.

Tie Up between the District Mission and Brahmagiri Development Society

The tie up between District Mission and Brahmagiri Development Society would be the answer to the middle men who exploit the entrepreneurs by levying huge commissions on them
for selling the products of Kudumbashree Women. As decided by both the parties, Brahmagiri
Development Society would act as a facilitator and would not have any income out of this
association. As it is an agrarian society, the income will return to the farmers and producers
themselves.

Middle Men

The term “middleman” describes an intermediary between a producer and an end customer. In
a typical distribution channel, the middleman is the wholesaler or the retailer.

Effect on Price

There are some disadvantages to having intermediaries in the distribution channel. As the
goods are exchanged from one intermediary to the other, their prices inflate. The rationale
behind higher prices is to cover expenditures on the goods such as warehousing, insurance and
transportation costs. Intermediaries are also out to make profits; hence they have to include
some profit mark up in the sales. Consumers then would have to bear the price of having intermediaries in the channel.

How the association would benefit the farmers and entrepreneurs?

There are around 35,000 farmers and 300 Micro Enterprises in Wayanad district and unforKUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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tunately they weren’t getting enough market for the products they were producing and the
exploitation of the middle men was severe. The role of middle men would be taken over by
the Brahmagiri Development Society and they would give back the financial benefits to the
Kudumbashree women itself. And as a result the entrepreneurs would be able to sell the product
in a reasonable price as well.
As per the agreement, Brahmagiri Development Society would assist and give support
Kudumbashree starting from the seed sowing process till finding market for their products.
They would do the grading as well. They would give fair price to the products and would help
them have a regular income out of their efforts. As part of this product wise consortium would
be launched for micro enterprises for launching a product of same quality and the raw materials
would be purchased as a whole to maintain the uniform quality for the products. The product
will be packed in new packing cover which would bear both the logos of Kudumbashree and
Brahmagiri Development Society. The products would be sold through the outlets of Brahmagiri. And by sharing their strengths, more market could therefore be identified through this
association.
Regarding the association between the Brahmagiri Development Society and Kudumbashree
Wayanad District Mission, a workshop committee was formed including the Panchayath President, Farmer, and CDS members etc to discuss further about the association. The Brahmagiri
Development Society would act only as a facilitator. The products of Kudumbashree would be
sold out through the 92 retail outlets of Brahmagiri Development Society. The outlets will be
designed placing the logos of Kudumbashree Mission and Brahmagiri Development Society.

Scope of the Tie Up

The association between the Brahmagiri Development Society and Kudumbashree Wayanad
District Mission would undoubtedly fruitful that it would help the Kudumbashree women to
be more professional and both the organisations would be benefitted out of this association.
The vision of both the organisations, i.e., Brahmagiri Development Society and Kudumbashree
Mission would be achieved by this union.
The project would empower the farmers and women entrepreneurs to tap modern technologies
and mechanisms to improve their financial condition and thereby their poverty could be alleviated. Association with an agrarian society would undoubtedly help Kudumbashree Mission
fight back against the corporate who levy heavy price on the consumers. Products of more
improved quality could therefore be served by Kudumbashree without increasing the prices.
The consumer and the farmer producers and micro entrepreneurs would really be benefitted
out of this and has undoubtedly set a benchmark !
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Livelihood for
Anti Human Trafficking Project
Wayanad District Mission’s interventions in the rehabilitating of the survivors of Anti Human
Trafficking has been commendable. Not only focusing on the Scheduled Tribes, but also they
gave special focus to the workers at the colonies who were the victims of Anti Human Trafficking. Let’s have a look into the steps that Wayanad District Mission had taken up to find a
solution to the issue and thereby to find them a livelihood of their own and to secure a better life.

Human Trafficking

Today’s development dialogue abounds with discourses and debates on equality, social justice,
empowerment, marginalization and other human rights issues. But it is really a paradox that
even when the world discusses the millennium development goals and the empowerment era,
incidences of human trafficking are being reported, worldwide. Even though it sounds ironic,
that is the real situation that is persisting in the society.
Human trafficking caters to flesh trade, forced labour and illegal organ transplantation. Trafficking is considered as the third largest organized crime in the world.

Anti Human-Trafficking Programme

National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM) initiated the anti-human-trafficking programme
in 2013 following the direction from the Supreme Court to the Department of Rural Development, Government of India.
In the context of rising cases of trafficking of women and children in rural areas, the Supreme
Court, in the Buddhadev Karmaskar vs State of West Bengal case, issued directions to the
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Department of Rural Development to initiate steps to curb human trafficking. As the programme was started in Kerala, three blocks were selected from three border districts for the
pilot programme. Apart from Devikulam in Idukki District and Chittur in Palakkad District,
Mananthavadi in Wayanad district was selected for the pilot study. Those blocks were selected
due to their reported incidence of human trafficking. The Three core areas of the NRLM pilot
were Technical skill upgradation and economic rehabilitation, accessing entitlements and
reintegration with the community.

Kudumbashree Mission’s Anti Human Trafficking Project

Anti Human Trafficking project can be called as an initiative of Kudumbashree Mission which
was carried out as preventive and rehabilitative interventions. The project was initiated as a
pilot study in selected 3 blocks namely Devikulam, Chittur and Mananthavady of Idukki,
Palakkad and Wayanad respectively.
Creating livelihood opportunities for the affected and developing social and institutional support
have been part of the pilot project. The wide spread three tier network system of Kudumbashree
Mission had been its strength in implementing such a project. The strong links with the local
self-government institutions had helped Kudumbashree to address the complexities of trafficking. The network’s inherent strengths helped in conducting effective situational analysis for
identifying vulnerable groups, high risk families, escapees and resistors.
The project implementation has been through collaborative efforts of the Kudumbashree community network, project staff, local governments and the social justice department. Extensive
focused group discussions were conducted to identify the vulnerable groups, high risk groups,
and those who have escaped or resisted atrocities. Migration centres were set up for the registration of people leaving the state as job seekers for preventing trafficking. The centre has
a system for verifying the facts for people registered. The centre also focuseds on emotional
and vocational rehabilitation of the survivors among high risk groups.
The project aims to bring down and contain human trafficking in the selected blocks. Along with
this, Project also aims to equip the victims, escapees, survivors and High risk group’s identified
by the project with the help of AHT cells, rescue organisations, Social Justice Department
and NGO’s etc, from across the state with technical skilling and economic rehabilitation and
thereby reintegration with the community.
As a part of Anti Human Trafficking project the Migration centers were mainly started in these
three blocks for the coordination of the activities and for the prevention of trafficking in that
area during the pilot study. The center aims to focus on prevention of trafficking, emotional
and vocational rehabilitation of the survivors through Counseling, Vocational Training and
livelihood programmes. Snehitha (Gender Help Desk), round the clock working short stay
home is also started as a part of Anti Human Trafficking in these districts. 1007 High risk
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people (Vulnerable to trafficking) were identified through the AHT intervention such as House
visit, survey and focus group discussions. As part of the rehabilitation process of these High
risk people Kudumbashree provide livelihood support to the identified.

Anti Human Trafficking project in Wayanad District

The Anti Human Trafficking project was started implementing in the district during 2015. The
identified victims of the Anti Human Trafficking were the ones migrated from Kodaku and nearby
states. To identify the victims, AHT boxes were installed in Panchayath offices at Thirunelli,
Thavinjaal, Edavaka, Thondarnaadu, Mananthavady and in Kudumbashree Wayanad District
Mission office. Awareness classes were given to them and to follow up the issues, monthly
sittings were also organized. The programme was linked with Snehitha for monitoring purpose.

Implementation of the Programme

The Kudumbashree community network could respond to issues from a socio-economic perspective. The other social interventions including counseling, legal awareness, ensuring support
system etc helped them to cope with and to overcome the trauma induced by human trafficking.
The support in education, livelihood and health were the main focus area. The affected person
was encouraged and supported to engage in livelihood options. Kudumbashree Mission’s
community network’s experience in livelihood promotion through enterprises had helped a
lot in the economic interventions for the trafficking affected persons.
In the district, most of the identified women were unmarried mothers, who were the victims of
‘Mysore Wedding’. As a first step to rehabilitate them, Kudumbashree called for meeting in each
and every ward and after taking surveys, a list was also prepared. A total of 122 people were
identified as vulnerable and affected. Out of them 27 were the victims of Mysore wedding system
and 95 of them were unmarried mothers. And 72 of them belonged to the Scheduled Tribes.
Total Number Identified
No. of the victims of Mysore Wedding
No. of unmarried mothers identified
No. of those belonging to Scheduled Tribes

122
27
95
72

The rehabilitation for them was mainly focused on livelihood, health and education. For finding
livelihood for them loan without interest was distributed among them. For one and half years,
only awareness was given to them. Based on the responses received through AHT boxes, follow
ups were conducted. One sitting per month was conducted and was clubbed with Snehitha
Gender Help Desk. So as to help them, to find livelihood help was provided to the, Chicken,
goats and cows were provided for them and training in tailoring was also given to them.
The financial assistance provided to them was purely devoid of interest. Rs. 15,000 was given
for those who reared chicken. Rs 35,000 was for those who reared cows and Rs. 20,000 were
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given for tailoring units and for those who reared goats it was Rs 20,000 .
Following is the list of the assistance provided to them.
Year

Chicken

2015

-

2016-17
2018

1

Help Provided
Goat
Cow
20
( 4 each to 5
membered
group)
13
2
2

Tailoring
-

1

Those who availed the assistance in the initial time had been making maximum out of it and as
they had performed well, it’s also planned to give them cows for rearing in the future, thereby
improving their livelihoods. The CDS of Thirunelli Panchayath had been fully active that they are
in the forefront to identify the real beneficiaries of such a programme with of great importance.

Scope

The interventions of Kudumbashree Mission has got a huge relevance in the life of the Anti
Human Trafficking victims that for them the interventions of Kudumbashree had shown a new
ray of hope for them. To attain health, education and livelihood again is to return to a normal
life for them. Kudumbashree’s interventions into this sector is very notable and is really commentable. In Wayanad district, the ways for finding their livelihood was mainly given to them.
Only such interventions could bring hope and positivity into such lives. Wayanad District
Mission had been paying special attention to the project and are providing assistance to them,
thereby helping them to improve their lives. Wayanad District Mission is making fruitful interventions in this sector, which is worth replicating by others as well.
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Thirunelly Tribal
Special Intervention Programme
Thirunelly programme is the special programme initiated by National Rural Livelihood Mission
for giving special care and for bringing in sustainable development in the tribal predominant
area in the district-Thirunelly. Wayanad District Mission had been paying special attention to
the project as it is for the social upliftment as well as the social inclusion of the tribal population
in their district. Let’s have a look into the activities that had been initiated to bring in sustainable changes in the lives of tribal people in the Thirunelly region of Wayanad. Kudumbashree
District Mission of Wayanad had been paying special care and attention into the programme
implemented by National Rural Livelihood Mission in the state.

Tribals in Kerala

Tribals in Kerala, oftenly called as ‘Adivasis’ are the indigenous population found in the southern Indian state of Kerala. Most of the tribal people of Kerala live in the forests and mountain
areas of Western Ghats, bordering with the states Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. According to the
2001 census of India, the Scheduled Tribe population in Kerala is 3,64,189. Wayanad District
has the highest number of tribal population in the state. i.e., Wayanad district has 1,36,062
tribal people. Idukki and Palakkad districts are the next two that make the lion portion of the
native tribal people groups in the state. In Idukki it is 50,973 and in Palakkad it is 39,665. The
Paniya (Paniyar) are the largest of the 35 major tribes in Kerala.

The Primitive Tribes of Kerala

The Tribal people groups who are food-gatherers, who do not have any habit of agricultural
practice, with a high diminishing population and very low or little literacy rates can be called
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as the Primitive Tribes. Cholanaikkans, Kurumbas, Kattunaikans, Kadars and Koragas are the
five primitive tribal groups in Kerala. They constitute nearly 5% of the total tribal population
in the State. Cholanaikkans can be said as the most primitive of them. Kattunaikans, another
lower-hill community related to Cholanaikkans, are mainly seen in Wayanad district and some
are seen in Malappuram and Kozhikode districts as well.

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group

Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group (PVTG) is a government of India classification created with
the purpose of enabling improvement in the conditions of certain communities with particularly
low development indices. The Dhebar Commission (1960-1961) stated that within Scheduled
Tribes there existed an inequality in the rate of development. During the fourth Five Year Plan
a sub-category was created within Scheduled Tribes to identify groups that being considered
at a lower level of development. This was created in the basis of Dhebar Commission report
and other studies. This sub-category was named “Primitive Tribal Group” (PTG). The features
of such a group include a pre-agricultural system of existence that is practice of hunting and
gathering, zero or negative population growth, extremely low level of literacy in comparison
with other tribal groups. The groups that satisfied any one of the criterion were considered as
PTG. At the conclusion of the Fifth Five year plan, 52 communities were identified as being a
“primitive tribal group”, these communities were identified on the basis of recommendations
made by the respective state governments. At the conclusion of the Sixth Five year plan 20
groups were added and 2 more in the Seventh Five year plan, one more group was added in the
eighth five-year plan, making a total 75 groups were identified as PTG. In 2006 the government
of India proposed to rename “Primitive tribal group as “Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group”.
PTG has since been renamed Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group by the Government of India.

Tribal special interventions in four Districts

National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM) made special interventions in 4 districts of Kerala, viz., Thirunelly Panchayat (Wayanad district), Aralam Farm (Kannur district), Nilambur
Block (Malppuram district) and parts of Idukki district. In line with the project implemented
in Attapady, a comprehensive approach and sustainable development programme is envisaged
in major tribal predominant areas of the State as an expansion. The project aims at effectively
attaining socio-economic development in these areas through the construction of strong social
institutions of women and enable them to engage in micro-credit, sustainable livelihoods, upliftment of social status, accessing entitlements and rights and asserting agency as equal citizens
in the development process. The project aims to alleviate the social and economic deprivation
of Kattunaykan, Adiya and Paniya tribal communities of Kerala. Women’s institutions would
be built up strongly in these areas to be able to lead towards total financial inclusion leading
towards poverty alleviation and social development.
The programme envisages in mobilizing the tribal population into a three tier institutional
structure of self-sustaining institutions and endeavours comprehensive development of these
families with reduced vulnerabilities, improved socio-economic and livelihood status and
maximized access to their rights and entitlements.
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Implementation Phase

There are around 164 hamlets identified in Thirunelly Panchayath. 32 of them are from
Kurichyar tribe, who are more family bounded and who prefer to live as big families. They
have common land and common income. The other tribes include Paniya, Adiya, Kaattunayka,
Kuruma, Vetaykuruma, Malayaraya and Cholanayka. The programme is implemented mainly
focusing on such tribes.
The programme mainly envisages in making them aware of their rights and is also planned to
issue them Aadhaar Card and ration card and own bank accounts for their social inclusion. As
per the programme, they were grouped and those being the Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group
(PVTG), extensive group training would be given to them. 20 Animators were appointed for
the successful implementation of the programme. The training would be given to them in such
a way that by giving it regularly, it would be made them to ask for their needs by themselves.
The programme is framed giving special care to their livelihood, education and health.
For the total inclusion, Neighbourhood Groups (NHG) would be formed. The second step would
be to focus on their livelihood. The social mapping and the resource mapping would also be
done and from top to bottom grading would be done. Vulnerability Reduction Fund (VDF)
and Community Investment Fund (CIF) and Agriculture Fund would be made availed to them.
It is planned to form Ooru Samithi as well. A cluster of NHG leaders would also be formed.
Studying the issues of the NHGs, the one which is needier would be issued the funds.
Regarding the academic development of the children, Bridge School would set up for the
children who hadn’t been to schools so far as well as for the dropouts and school going student
as well. Health interventions are also one of the salient features of the tribal intervention at
Thirunelly. It is planned to reduce the alcoholism among the tribal youth in the hamlets by
launching producer companies of the youth, thereby to make them aware of their duties and
to make them more responsible. Balasabha is also one of the main areas that is planned to be
focused on. Along with Youth clubs special focus will be given to Balasabha as well. For
generating a steady income of their own, the locally available works would be made available
to the youth for earning an income of their own. They would be motivated to be part of the arts
and sports activities. They would be given awareness classes on the negative, adverse effects
of drugs. Classes would also be given to the children regarding the health and hygiene. They
would be taught the traditional tribal art forms so as to revive them.
In the second stage of the programme, this would be taken to the higher levels that they would
be made aware of the need of income and savings in one’s life. The survey would be completed
and the group formation would be completed and would make them talk about their own rights.
As decided earlier, it is planned to start the community kitchen and bridge course together.

Scope of the Programme

The programme has got huge relevance in the present scenario. The interventions in the
tribal sectors of Thirunelly should be of help for the real beneficiaries of the programme.
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The programme is in its starting stage. The programme is properly and clearly planned by
the co-ordinators of the programme. If it would be executed properly, the programme would
bring in drastic changes. It means that only a proper execution will bring in fruitful results.
The scientific and realistic way of approach that the programme would give better results and
would undoubtedly bring in positive changes in them. National Rural Livelihoods Mission
had made a path breaking gesture by launching such a programme.
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KANNUR
DISTRICT
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Aralam Tribal Special
Intervention Programme
Aralam Tribal Special Intervention programme is the special programme initiated by National
Rural Livelihood Mission for giving special care and for bringing in sustainable development
in the tribal predominant area in the district- Aralam Farm. The District Mission of Kannur
had been paying special attention to the project with utmost importance that it is for the social
upliftment as well as the social inclusion of the tribal population in the area. Let’s have a look
into the activities that had been initiated by the Mission to bring in sustainable changes in the
lives of tribal people in the Aralam Farm Area of Kannur.

Tribals in Kerala

Tribals in Kerala, oftenly called as ‘Adivasis’ are the indigenous population found in the southern Indian state of Kerala. Most of the tribal people of Kerala live in the forests and mountain
areas of Western Ghats, bordering with the states Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
According to the 2001 census of India, the Scheduled Tribe population in Kerala is 3,64,189.
The Paniya (Paniyar) are the largest of the 35 major tribes in Kerala.

Tribal special interventions in four Districts

For the welfare of the tribals, National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM) made special interventions in 4 districts of Kerala, viz., Thirunelly Panchayat (Wayanad district), Aralam Farm
(Kannur district), Nilambur Block (Malppuram district) and parts of Idukki district.
In line with the project implemented in Attapady, a comprehensive approach and sustainable
development programme is envisaged in major tribal predominant areas of the State as an ex-
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pansion. The project aims at effectively attaining socio-economic development in these areas
through the construction of strong social institutions of women and enable them to engage in
micro-credit, sustainable livelihoods, upliftment of social status, accessing entitlements and
rights and asserting agency as equal citizens in the development process. The project aims to
alleviate the social and economic deprivation of Kattunaykan, Adiya and Paniya tribal communities of Kerala. Women’s institutions would be built up strongly in these areas to be able to lead
towards total financial inclusion leading towards poverty alleviation and social development.
The programme envisages in mobilizing the tribal population into a three tier institutional
structure of self-sustaining institutions and endeavours comprehensive development of these
families with reduced vulnerabilities, improved socio-economic and livelihood status and
maximized access to their rights and entitlements.

Aralam Farm

The famed Aralam Farm was originally established by the Government of India in the year
1970 with the assistance of erstwhile Soviet Union. It is situated in the Kappad and Aralam
Villages of the Thalassery Taluk of Kannur District, 56 km away from Thalassery and Kannur
Town and 16 km from Iritty Town.
The Farm was subsequently taken over by the SC & ST Development Department, Government
of Kerala, to distribute 50% of the area to the landless tribals and the remaining 50% area to
run as a Farm for the welfare of tribals to be settled in the Aralam Farm. Later the Aralam
Farming Corporation (Kerala) Limited, a fully Government owned Company registered under
Companies Act 1956, under the administrative control of Scheduled Caste & Scheduled Tribes
Development Department, was incorporated on 10 June 2010. Its Registered Office is at Aralam.
The farm is spread over 3500 acres encircled by rivulets and Aralam Wild Life Sanctuary.
The main objectives of the Farm are to produce and distribute quality planting materials of
plantation/horticultural crops and also commercial production of crops in large scale and above
all to provide all manner of support services to further the social and economic welfare of the
tribal resettled in Aralam.

Interventions of Kudumbashree in the Aralam Farm

As per the special project implemented in Aralam Farm, as part of the special tribal interventions, mobilisation of the tribals was initiated in June 2017. There are 6 blocks in the Aralam
farm. Around 7000 is the population of tribals in the Aralam Farm.
Paniya, Karimbala, Kurichya, Mavilan, Kurumar, Kattunaykkan, Kanikkaran, Adiya and
Malavettuva are the tribal communities dwelling in Aralam Farm.
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The population distribution of tribal communities in the Aralam Farm are as follows :
TRDM ARALAM FARM
Paniya
Karimbala
Kurichya
Mavilan
Kurumar
Kattunaykkan
Kanikkaran
Adiya
Malavettuva
TOTAL

No. of Families
1237
247
85
30
11
5
1
1
1
1618

Population
6185
741
425
150
35
23
3
5
3
7570

The Paniya is the community with Maximum population in the district. After regular field
visits, in the 55th Colony of 13th Block, Neighbourhood Groups were formed with around 18
members. And 6 NHGs were formed at the Kalikayam region with about 12 to 16 members.
On 12 July 2017, Community Kitchen was started in the 55th Colony of 13th Block, and the
elderly, sick and children are the beneficiaries of the community kitchen.
For finding a livelihood of their own, sample seeds and needed machinery were distributed
among the beneficiaries on 55th block and at Kalikayam region on 30 August 2017. Community
Investment Fund (CIF) of Rs 1,20,000 was made available at the 55th colony of 13th Block itself.
Skill training was also given and focus was given for the upliftment of the dropout students as
well. Aadhaar Card camp was organised in the 55th colony of 13th block and 16 people got
their Aadhar cards. The procedures for starting bank accounts would be done in a fast pace.
The community’s way of living is connected to riversides. After the interventions of Kudumbashree,
the district collector gave special permission for doing cultivation and the seeds were given by
the Agriculture Department.
In the 9th block, 7 NHGs were formed. The community leaders were given training and Community Investment Fund was distributed among and camp of children was also organised.
The Animators are appointed in the farm and once their training would be over, their service
would also be ensured.
District Level Football tournament was organised aiming at tribal youth formation. Bridge
course model education is provided to the dropout students and regular students as well. The
micro plan for the same had already been started. For starting Micro Enterprises, 35 women
are undergoing special training in tailoring, which would help them to get a job in the future.
Kudumbashree Mission had made such a bigger leap by focusing on the main tribal areas in
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Kerala and studying them on detail. The interventions that Kudumbashree bring in had helped
in many ways. Apart from the services provided by Kudumbashree Mission, the interventions
that Kudumbashree made had paved way for other departments interference in the programme
as well. Once the appointment of the animators, the tribal interventions in the Aralam Farm
will be in full pace.

Scope of the programme

Such interventions from the side of government should be appreciated. If it would be executed
properly and professional way, the programme would bring in drastic changes. It is clear that
only a proper execution will bring in fruitful results. The scientific and realistic way of approach that the programme would give better results and would undoubtedly bring in positive
changes in them. National Rural Livelihoods Mission had made a path breaking gesture by
launching such a programme.
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Cloth Bag Making Campaign

Cloth Bag Making Campaign of Kannur District, tells the story of a district which stood socially responsible for the welfare of the humanity and thereby founded livelihood for a group
of common women. When the Kannur district administration banned the plastic carry bags
Kudumbashree Kannur District Mission got a big opportunity to fill that space and the district
mission used it wisely as a great opportunity and made maximum out of it. Let’s see how
Kudumbashree District Mission of Kannur made use of such an opportunity.

Plastic free Kannur

In April 2017, Kerala’s Kannur became India’s first plastic-free district, that too in just five
months. And the man who played a pivotal role in this sustainable transformation was none other
than Shri. Mir Mohammed Ali, District Collector of Kannur District. The focussed campaign
towards phasing out plastic carry-bags and disposables was started during November 2016.
Mir Mohammed Ali also directed heads of local bodies to take stern action against violating
business establishments that continued to give away plastic carry bags and disposables such as
plates and cups to the public. His determination and hard work paid off when the appreciative
public joined the effort to make Kannur plastic free.
The drive, with the slogan “Nalla Nadu, Nalla Mannu,” that means a good village with good soil,
made Kannur the first district in the country bereft of plastic carry bags and disposable articles.
Keeping up with the green protocol under the state government’s Haritha Keralam initiative,
the sale or use of plastic carry bag and disposable articles like plate and cups has later became
strictly prohibited. As of public gatherings, including marriages, the use of disposable articles
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would require permission from the concerned district officers.
Now, as a follow up to the district having achieved the plastic carry bag/disposable-free status,
the local bodies have even started implementing measures that enforce compliance with the
ban on plastic throwaway items, with extensive inspections in shops, markets and manufacturing units.

Cloth bag as an alternative for Plastic

At the same time of banning plastic in the district, under the guidance of District Collector,
the district administration heavily encouraged the use of handloom-made bags made by various weavers’ cooperative societies of the district. On 1 November 2016, a campaign with
the objective of phasing out plastic carry-bags, was launched in the district of Kannur. At the
same time, the use of handloom-made bags made by various weavers’ cooperative societies
was heavily encouraged.
Cooperating with the district administration, shopping malls, super and hyper markets, hotels,
catering agencies and auditoriums in the district have already started arranging handloom-made
bags and boxes for packing food.

Opportunity for Kudumbashree Mission

On banning plastic in Kannur and declaring the district as plastic free, Shri. Mir Mohammed
Ali, District Collector Kannur asked Kudumbashree Mission to get the list of the women who
had been making cloth carry bags in large scale. The banning of the plastic carry bags became
an opportunity for Kudumbashree Mission to act as a gap filler for providing cloth bags.
More than 50 super markets in the district had banned plastic bags and it was a wonderful
scope for Kudumbashree Mission that around 10-15 lakhs cloth bag were needed in Kannur
itself. The idea was put forward by the District Collector himself that Kudumbashree could
make use of such an opportunity. And as per his directions, the list of the women who had
been making cloth carry bags in large scale in the district had been prepared and were invited
for attending the campaign.
As a result, Kudumbashree Mission arranged about 50 apparel units and individual tailors in
the district and it was planned to arrange a campaign for the same.

Cloth Bag Making Campaign

A three day Cloth Bag Making Campaign was organised at Kannur Town Square from 2022 March 2017 under the leadership of Kudumbashree Kannur District Mission. The invited
entrepreneurs attended the campaign. The enterprises showcased the model of the cloth bags
they were making starting from Rs 5 onwards. And the District Mission had received work
order worth Rs 5 Lakhs. The order received was from private institutions. Work order for cloth
bags was also received from Hantex, for the festive seasons like Onam, Christmas, Vishnu and
other festive occasions.
The Mission got a golden opportunity that by conducting such a campaign they could find the
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real market for their products and the apparel parks got contact with such clients like Hantex
and other private corporate organisations. This would help them in scaling up their business
in the future.
Around 150 micro entrepreneurs focusing on cloth bag making attended the campaign. The
entrepreneurs from outside the district also took part in the campaign. Many people from different parts of the district attended the programme and placed their orders. The cloth bags of
Kudumbashree entrepreneurs and apparel parks were for exhibition and sale at the campaign.
The alternatives for plastic were exhibited at the programme. The initiatives put forward by
other governmental institutions, for avoiding the use of plastic was also shown at the programme.
A total of the work order of 6000 cloth bags was received from Kerala State Handloom Development Corporation itself.
The other private organisations also placed orders for the cloth bags that they found suiting
their needs. The cloth bag campaign was of real help to the buyers and to the sellers as well.
The details of the cloth bag distributed by the apparel parks of Kudumbashree for Kerala State
Handloom Development Corporation during Onam season of 2017 are as follows :
The other work orders that Kudumbashree received was from private organisations. On the
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successful organisation of the campaign, the State Mission suggested all District Mission
Co-ordinators to replicate the cloth bag making campaign and thereby to get more opportunity
for the entrepreneurs in the state. By successfully and wisely organising the cloth bag making
campaign, Kudumbashree Mission opened new horizons for the Kudumbashree Women in the
state and set a model that could be replicated and could make positive revolutions in fighting
back against Plastic!

Sl
No.
1
2
3
4

Name of
the Unit
Kannur Apparel Park

Description

45 CM x 55 CM
35 CM x 48 CM
Thaliparambu Apparel Park 45 CM x 55 CM
35 CM x 48 CM
Kuttyattor Apparel Park
45 CM x 55 CM
35 CM x 48 CM
Nirav Activity Group,Kot- 45 CM x 55 CM
tiyoor
35 CM x 48 CM

No.of
Cloth bags
distributed
840
1035
3873
6712
969
1816
1152

Total
Rate amount
Received
9
Rs 15,840
8
9
Rs. 86,781
8
9
Rs. 23,241
8
9
Rs. 47,439

4755

8
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Coir Defibering Units
The women of Kannur District are running a Coir Defibering unit which had been the first of
its kind from Kudumbashree Mission in the state. Launched as per the special directions of Dr
T.M Thomas Issac, Minister of Finance, Government of Kerala, more horizons of job opportunity are opened to the women. The initiative had not only helped to find a new livelihood
for the women but also it is strengthening the coir industry sector in the state. The programme
would be extended to all the districts in the state gradually. Let’s see how the programme is
progressing in the district!

Coir

Coir which is also known as ‘The Golden Fibre’, is extracted from the husk of a coconut and it
is found between the hard internal shell and the outer coat of a coconut and is widely used for
making various products such as floor mats, outdoor mats, Cordage , ropes, aquarium filters
and even different handicrafts like ornaments etc.

Coir Industry in Kerala

Coir Industry is an important agro based employment oriented traditional cottage industry in the
state of Kerala. The History of coir in Kerala dates back to 19th century. Kerala, the tropical
paradise of waving coconut palms lies between the Western Ghats on the east & Arabian Sea
on the west. Kerala is one of the most beautiful states of India and also the largest producer
of Coir & Coir products in India. In fact even the name ‘Keralam ‘ means ‘Land of Coconut’
in Malayalam and is evolved from the word ‘Keram’ which means coconut in Malayalam
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language. Coir industry enjoys the status as the largest cottage industry in the state of Kerala
giving employment to over a million of people.
Coir being the geo textiles come in a mind boggling range of woven & non woven varieties
available for bio engineering including geo meshes, geo grids, anti-weed blankets, erosion
control blankets, geo-rolls, geo-webs, and fascines etc as well.

Coir Defibering Programme of Kudumbashree

Coconut defibering units are being set up for creating more job opportunities for the members
of Kudumbashree Mission. The programme aims at extracting coconut fibre from raw coconut
husks. The Coir Board will procure the fibre from the units.
The infrastructure for the programme is met from the side of Local Self Government Department institutions. The Kerala State Coir Manufacturing Company, Alappuzha would provide
the defibering machine absolutely free to the women who are interested to start such units,
which would enable them to extract fibre from raw coconut husks. The mechanised system
will help to increase the production and it would increase the physical strain. For operating
this machine for 8 hours, 8000 husks are needed per day. The procurement of these husks will
be done by the units itself. The units may also find extra income by selling the coir pith, the
byproduct of the fibre extracting process.
It is planned to start 30 units across the state in the first phase. The main objective is to start
Coir Defibering units in association with Kerala Coir Machine Manufacturing Company in all
potential Panchayats of Kerala. The end product will be bought back by Coirfed.
The first of its kind was opened in Pariyaram of Kannur District. The programme was officially
inaugurated by Dr. T.M Thomas Issac, Minister for Finance, Government of Kerala. The programme aims to secure job & income for Kudumbashree women and thereby strengthen the
coir sector. The expert NHG women in this area therefore can make use of their free time in a
fruitful way and can find income out of it. It’s regarding the acceptance for the coir products
in other countries and for improving the use of the same, that Kudumbashree Mission framed
this programme.
Preference would be given to those who wish to start micro enterprising units and who make
high quality coir and value added products from this fibre. It is also planned to start units
which would produce floor mats, door mats, aquarium filters and coir geo textiles. The first
phase activities had already been started in different panchayaths of other districts and this
would undoubtedly attract more women to this sector and thereby the coir products would get
maximum promotion.

Coir Producing units set up in Kannur

Kannur District Mission had been implementing the programme in the district with utmost
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importance. Having the potential enough to scale up,
the programme is progressing
gradually but systematically
in the district. Mechanized
Coir producing units which
had started working in the
state would create new job
opportunities for Neighbourhood Group women. The expert NHG women in Kannur area had started making use of their free time in a fruitful and
effective way and had started finding income out of it.
As a start, the District Mission of Kannur had identified 6 women who had shown willingness
to start a defibering unit. The building of the block panchayath was availed for them and were
given subsidy. The coir defibering unit at pariyaram therefore started functioning on 13 July
2017. The women themselves found find the coconut husks and the end product would be
collected by the Coirfed once 100 bundles are completed. Each bundle should weigh 30 Kgs.
For each Kilo of coir, the Coirfed is paying an amount of Rs 17. That means for each bundle
they would get Rs 510 each.
Number of
Amount
Month
Bundles
Out of the coconut pith, which is the
Received
Supplied
byproduct of coir defibering, the women
Nil
Nil
had started preparing organic manure as July 2017
well. By setting the coconut pith, urea, August 2017
990 Kg Rs 16,830
mushroom seeds and cow dung in a pit September 2017
1720 Kg Rs 29,240
of 4 inch tall, 5m length and 3 m breadth October 2017
2565 Kg Rs 43,605
for few days, the organic manure is pre- November 2017
2550 Kg Rs 43,350
pared and is sold at a rate of Rs 10 per
December 2017
1980 Kg Rs33,660
kilogram. The technique for making the
January 2018
3000 Kg Rs51,000
organic manure out of the coconut pith
Nil
Nil
was provided by the Pepper Research February 2018
March 2018
Station, Panniyur.
3000 Kg Rs 51,000
Given below is the details of the number ( Till 6 March 2018)
of bundles supplied by the women of the
Coir Defibering units so far and the amount received from Coirfed regarding the same:
The defibering units are enabling the women to use their time in a fruitful way and have started
generating income out of it. The team had availed Rs 2 lakh prior to the start of the unit and
now each one has got an amount of Rs 27,000 of their own. They are investing their savings
in the enterprise itself to scale up the unit to more heights.
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The support extended by Kannur District Mission for developing the coir defibering unit had
been immense. It is notable that the coir defibering unit set up at Kannur is being a replicable
model to many!
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Kannur Goat Farmers
Producer Company

Samagra-Aadugramam (Goat Village) project was started in the financial year of 2008-09 in
Kannur District, as an innovative micro enterprise promoted by the Kudumbashree Mission.
The project focused on group rearing of native breeds of goats in an environment-friendly and
economic manner and has caught the attention of poor rural women folk as a viable economic enterprise, helping many families to tide over conditions of acute poverty. Kudumbashree
Kannur District Mission realised the scope of such a programme in a district like Kannur and
later in 2015, Kannur Goat Farmers Producer Company was launched following the success of
the Project. The success saga of Kannur Goat Farmers Producer Company would undoubtedly
be a reference for many. Let’s look into the pathways that the producer company was evolved.

Samagra Enterprises

Samagra approach has been the part of a new strategy in enterprises promotion which focused on
integrated approach to enterprises. About eighteen projects have been initiated under Samagra
across the 14 districts of the State. All the projects envisaged integrated approach covering
the entire value chain, bringing in technical support of professional agencies and experts, and
convergence of the three-tier Panchayathi Raj Institutions. The projects have been developed
considering local situation prevailing in each region, leveraging on the strengths of traditional
agriculture, industry, and markets. Considering the local situations, geography, climate and
market, goat rearing was the project identified for Kannur District.
Kannur District has 81 Panchayaths and 6 municipalities. In the first phase 40 Panchayaths
were selected and implemented the Samagra Goat Village Project. Initially in the project im-
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plementation 25 units were formed in each Panchayath (i.e., 125 farmers and 500 goats in each
panchayath). The Kannur project envisaged the creation of 1500 goat rearing units, generating
subsidiary work and income for 7500 poor women. On conducting a survey regarding the need
of goat meat in the district, it was understood that only 1/3rd of the needed meat was produced
in the district and the 2/3rd of the needed meet is being imported from somewhere else. That
2/3rd could therefore be the market for the same.

Goat Village – The Kannur Samagra Project

‘Goat village project’ has been an attempt to approach homestead based goat rearing as an enterprise through an integrated approach combining traditional knowledge and scientific rearing
practices. It also attempted collaboration of various agencies and institutions characteristic of
Samagra projects. There has been a need for evolving a goat appropriate rearing model and
the projects used the strengths of traditional rearing systems.
The innovative feature of the project is its focus on rearing the endemic goat variety, known
as ‘Malabari’. It used the knowledge of people who have been rearing goats traditionally and
used the Malabari breed, which is indigenous species to the region, which are best suited for
goat rearing in Kerala. This native breed have better immunity to diseases and relatively higher
productivity. Their feeding habits were also suitable for homestead rearing. The Malabari goat
gives birth to 6-12 kids in every two years.

Why Goat Village in Kannur?

Kannur district is in the north of Kerala has the ideal geographic, climatic as well as cultural
setting for successful goat rearing. Particularly notable in this connection is the ubiquitous
availability of green fodder as well as open spaces for goats to grace, without damaging the
environment. The district also has a rich tradition of goat rearing. An advantage of goat rearing
is that, even with small inputs and in short periods of time considerable income can be generated. Moreover, there is assured and expanding market for goat rearing products.
Main Objectives of Samagra Goat Village
•
•
•
•
•
•

To create a self employment and additional income opportunities for rural women and to
create an enlarged network of production, distribution and marketing of products related
to goats.
To provide financial supports through subsidies to initiate the goat rearing and to make
avail the maximum income to the beneficiaries by developing an agent free local goat fair.
Steps followed in the project
Discussion of project concept at local bodies; those interested in the project join the initiative and were offered a one day general orientation training at the panchayath level.
Second orientation training was offered to women expressing interest in taking up the
project after the first orientation training. This was for two days and was more detailed.
Formation of joint liability groups (JLGs) and Skill development training, once ten JLGs
were formed, associating with Department of animal husbandry NABARD, and Centre
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•
•

for Environment Education (CEE).
Distribution of cage plan to farmers and building of cages using locally available materials
by farmer families.
Formation of purchase committee for buying goats with president of the grama panchayath
as chairperson, and CDS chairperson, veterinary surgeon, and representatives of farmers
as members.
Discussions and decision on breed and place and time of purchase.
Procurement of goats and distribution to farmers
Follow up training programmes

•
•
•
•
Goats purchased where of one to three years of age and a minimum of 15kg weight and were
insured; transit insurance was also taken as the goats had to be transported over long distances. Farmers could avail subsidy only after insuring the goats and the insurance coverage was
typically for a herd of twenty goats. Each five member JLG was to jointly have 19 female
goats and a buck. The goats were to be reared at the homesteads of individual JLG members.
As part of the follow up training organised at panchayat level, farmers were taken for visits to
best-performing units. Scientific rearing practices, diseases and veterinary care, and insurance
claim settlement were themes handled in follow up training.

Committees at two levels are in place for monitoring the project. Panchayat level monitoring
committees are chaired by the presidents of the respective gram panchayats. Veterinary extension team (VET) provided feedback to the committee after weekly visits to the units.
Committee at the district level with president of the district panchayat as chairperson; district
mission coordinator of Kudumbashree, district animal husbandry officer, and experts were the
members of the committee. The committee examined consolidated reports of panchayat level
monitoring committee every month. The period 2008-2014 saw significant growth in the spread
and performance of goat rearing units.
•
•
•
•

898 units of 4565 farmers
Units availed Rs 9.5 crore of bank loan
Units claimed a total of Rs 3.7 crore as subsidy
A producer company with 800 farmers as members has been set up at the district level

Formation of Kannur Goat Farmers Producer Company

Following the success of the Samagra- Goat Village project, Kannur Goat Farmer’s Producer Company was registered on 2 January 2015 with the registration number ‘U01210KL2015PTC037857’. The company floated shares with Rs 500 as face value. Only the goat
farmers are the share holders of the producer company.
This is a value chain project in Animal Husbandry. A Goat village unit consists of 5 members
who are trained in scientific goat rearing who were given 20 Goats ( 19 female goats and 1 buck).
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The programme is implemented in 5 blocks-Taliparamb, Peravoor, Irikkoor, Iritty and Koothuparamb.This producer company belongs to
800 Goat farmers of Kannur district. The main
objective of the company is to generate revenue
with the sale of good breed goats and thereby
providing better economic benefit to farmers.
Farmers are the administrators and owners of
the company. Apart from goat markets, the
company is focusing on income generation
activities through marketing goat milk and
feed supply to the farmers. One of the unique
interventions is conducting Goat markets which
will reduce the exploitation by middlemen and
ensure better price to goats of member farmers.
The company provides trainings to goat farmers and makes them, aware about scientific feeding, scientific breeding, insurance and other related activities. The company has tie ups with
Kerala Veterinary and Animal Scinences University, Mannuthy. The company is marketing its
own biomanure, Ajashree Compost as well.
The Kannur Goat Farmers producer company have five director board members and is the
first office to have women as director board members. The organisation has clusters in the
panchayath level. Each cluster would have 15-25 members. And the cluster would have one
secretary and one president. In the block level, the organisation has federation and Director
Board in district level.

The producer company had the following as its main objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organising goat markets
Creating opportunities for milk marketing
Organising bulk procurement of feed and supplying to farmers
Organising training programmes
Establishing linkages
Cultivating fodder and promoting fodder cultivation
Insurance
Awareness building

The producer company had been into various activities in connection with the goat rearing.
Associating with Kerala Livestock Board, 506 farmers were given training for fodder cultivation. For setting up breeding units, Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Thrissur
had given 20 buck for free.
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The producer company had been marketing the milk to Ayurveda Medical centre at a rate of
RS 200 per litre. An average profit of Rs 75,000 is earned a month by conducting minimum
3 goat markets a month. Monthly meetings are conducted in cluster level and year wise audit
is also done. The company envisages to form 5000 units within 5 years. It is also planned to
make value added products and to make additional income. The fodder cultivation associating
with Kerala Live Stock Board is progressing. The office of is located at the second floor of
Thavakkara Complex in Kannur Town.

Veterinary Extension Team (VET)

VET was a forty member team comprising one woman member from each panchayat under
the age of forty, who had passed matriculation. The team underwent training for forty five days
for providing technical support to goat farmers, tracking breeding records of goats, selecting
suitable goat breeds, cage making, rearing of goats, and vaccination. VET supported entrepreneurs by visiting them every week and reported in the monthly review meeting. They also
provided feedback to the weekly meetings of panchayat monitoring committees.

Goat Markets

Kudumbashree district mission in Kannur organised goat markets as regular events. Goat
markets brought goat farmers and buyers to a common platform facilitating direct transactions.
This proved very convenient for goat farmers. Goat markets helped in bypassing the existing
exploitative animal trade practices.
The turnover of the Kannur Goat Farmers Producer Company Limited is listed below.
Year
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017- 2018
( Till January 2018)

Total Sale in Rupees
31,66,747
36,56,825

Profit in Rupees
1,70,934
2,92,927

25,52,885

2,64,263

The Success story of Goat Farmers Producer Company is indeed the result of wise decision
of choosing an enterprise. By choosing the right enterprise that suited the weather, geography
and other such minute features, Kudumbashree Kannur District Mission had created history.
The success story of them can be replicated by the other district missions. Wise decisions could
bring in revolutionary changes as Kannur Goat Farmers Producer Company did!
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Rain Army from Kannur
The life of the people in Kerala is very much connected to the rain fall. The cultivation and
each and everything in Kerala is really connected with the Monsoon. Rain has got that much
relevance in the life style of Keralites. Compared to other states in India, Kerala has more water
resources, but still due to the changes in the climatic conditions and pollution, the scarcity of
drinking water is increasing in the state. Only by saving the rain water, this problem could be
solved to an extent. Several district missions had taken up this issue with great importance.
Rain Water harvesting could be the only solution to overcome the issue. Not only as a socially
responsible act, but also it is viewed as an initiative to find livelihood for women. In Kannur
district, Rain Army project is being implemented and the Kudumbashree women in the district
had started working on it. They believe that even a small gesture of wise act can bring in a lot
of positive changes. Let’s look into the activities implemented by Kannur District Mission for
accomplishing the same!

Availability of Drinking Water in Kerala

Kerala is famous for its many lakes, backwaters and the 44 rivers that crisscross its terrain. But
the senseless sand-mining, quarrying and a severe drought followed brought about partially by
climate change have created a situation where drinking water has become a scarce commodity
for millions of people.
Kerala is the state with large number of perennial strings, streams, rivers and other water bodies and with an average 3000 mm rain fall yearly, the unique water resource problem in the
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Kerala is that per capita availability of water is lower than national average. This is a result of
accelerated surface water runoff to sea, which leaves little water for consumption and causes
cycles of water abundance and water poverty. Kerala is experiencing the worst drought in the
past few years.

Importance of Wells

Open wells form a critical part of the domestic water supply in the state. Almost all the
households in Kerala depend on wells for drinking water. But the saddest fact is that many of
these wells run dry in summer. In order to augment the depleting groundwater resources, it is
essential that the surplus monsoon run off that flows into the sea is conserved and recharged
to augment ground water resources.
In such a crisis situation, rainfall is the major source of ground water recharge. Rainwater harvesting and artificial well recharge have now been accepted as the cost effective methods for
augmenting ground water resources and for reversing the declining trends of ground water levels.

Rainwater Harvesting

Rainwater Harvesting is nothing but the accumulation and storage of rainwater for reuse on-site,
rather than letting it to run off. Rainwater can be collected from rivers or roofs, and in many
places, the water collected is redirected to a deep pit (well, shaft, or borehole), a reservoir with
percolation, or collected from dew or fog with nets or other tools. It can be used to water the
gardens, livestock, irrigation, domestic use with proper treatment, indoor heating for houses,
etc. The harvested water can also be used as drinking water, longer-term storage, and for other
purposes such as groundwater recharge.
Rainwater harvesting is one of the simplest and oldest methods of self-supply of water for
households usually financed by the user. Rainwater harvesting provides an independent water
supply during regional water restrictions, and it is often used to supplement the main supply.
It provides water when a drought occurs, can help mitigate flooding of low-lying areas, and
reduces demand on wells which may enable groundwater levels to be sustained. Rain Water
Harvesting also helps in the availability of potable water, as rain water is substantially free of
salinity and other salts. Application of rainwater harvesting in urban water system provides a
substantial benefit for both water supply and wastewater subsystems by reducing the need for
clean water in water distribution system, less generated storm water in sewer system, and a
reduction in storm water runoff polluting freshwater bodies.
A large body of work has focused on the development of lifecycle assessment and lifecycle
costing methodologies to assess the level of environmental impacts and money that can be
saved by implementing rainwater harvesting systems. More development and knowledge is
required to understand the benefits of rainwater harvesting that can provide to agriculture.
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Many countries, especially those with arid environments, use rainwater harvesting as a cheap
and reliable source of clean water. To enhance irrigation in arid environments, ridges of soil are
constructed to trap and prevent rainwater from running down hills and slopes. Even in periods
of low rainfall, enough water is collected for crops to grow. Water can be collected from roofs,
and dams and ponds can be constructed to hold large quantities of rainwater so that even on
days when little to no rainfall occurs, enough is available to irrigate crops.

Scope of Rain Water Harvesting in Kerala

As Kerala depends on Monsoon for meeting the water needs, the rain water harvesting has
got an important role to play in the existing scenario of Kerala. The Rain water that we get
during the monsoon should be saved and could be redirected to our wells to solve the issue
to an extent. The scope of the rain water harvesting in Kerala is immense that the scarcity of
drinking water is raising that high.

Kudumbashree initiatives in Rain water harvesting

Kudumbashree Mission identified the need of rain water harvesting in Kerala and thought how
it can be used as an income generating profession for the women in Kerala. Kudumbashree
Mission is implementing the same in every districts identifying the uses of rain water harvesting.

Rain Water Harvesting in Kannur district

For the open well recharge, rooftop rainwater harvesting is being used in the district. It is a
system of catching rainwater where it falls. In rooftop harvesting, the roof becomes the catchments, and the rainwater is collected from the roof of the house or building. It can either be
stored in a tank or diverted to artificial recharge system. This method is less expensive and very
effective and if implemented properly helps in augmenting the groundwater level of the area.
The surface that receives rainfall directly is the catchment of rainwater harvesting system. It
may be terrace, courtyard, or paved or unpaved open ground. The terrace may be flat, stone
roof or sloping roof. Therefore the catchment is the area, which actually contributes rainwater
to the harvesting system. Rainwater from rooftop should be carried through down take water
pipes or drains to storage, harvesting system. Water pipes should be UV resistant (ISI HDPE/
PVC) pipes of required capacity. Water from sloping roofs could be caught through gutters and
down take pipe. At terraces, mouth of the each drain should have wire mesh to restrict floating
material. Then the water is lead to filtration process. And the water would be then sending to
filtration process.

Implementation Phase

For implementing the rain water harvesting in the state, about 5 people were selected from
each panchayath and were given training regarding the same. The training was given in the
block level and the training for all the panchayath took place at Ward number 8. Around 300
people participated in the training. The training was organized as a two day programme at
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Cherukunnu Grama Panchayath, Kouvapuram. The training was given in such a way that
they were given basic theory sessions as well as the practical sessions. The trainers made ever
members to recharge the well of their own by setting the filter apparatus. The Rain Army was
set up during June 2017.
The second level orientation is being planned. A ferrocement tank is planned to be built other than using the plastic tanks. The filter unit would be built inside and gravel, charcoal and
metals would be set up in layers of 80 cm each for filtration process. It is planned to give the
training classes for the same during April-May 2018. The rain army of Anthoor Municipality
had started doing well recharging. It is also planned to launch ME units of 5 members each of
well recharging in all the 52 panchayaths coming under 8 blocks in the state.
The Rain Army is all set to start working to make the maximum out of the upcoming monsoon. Once they would start working on it, it would be a source of finding livelihood for many
women. The District Mission is extending full support for the smooth implementation of the
Rain Army programme in the district.
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Calling Bell Programme
C

alling Bell Programme of Kasargod District Mission can better be defined as an act
of pure compassion. The initiative put forward by the district mission proved and
made the society aware of the duties that what Kudumbashree can do for the society is
immense. The Calling Bell programme also made the society realize that a single act
of kindness could bring in many changes. Let’s see what district mission had done to
consider the destitute in the society!

Acts of Compassion

Compassion is that feeling that motivates people to go out of their way to help the physical, mental or emotional pains of another and themselves. Compassion is often regarded
as having sensitivity, an emotional aspect to suffering, though when based on cerebral
notions such as fairness, justice, and interdependence, it may be considered rational
in nature and its application understood as an activity also based on sound judgment.
The more one person knows about the human condition and the associated experiences
the more vivid the route to identification with suffering becomes. Identifying with another person is an essential process for human beings, it is commonly seen throughout
the world as people adapt and change with new styles of clothing, language, behavior,
etc., which is even illustrated by infants who begin to mirror the facial expressions and
body movements of their mother as early as the first days of their lives.

Elderly care in India

Elderly care, or simply eldercare is the fulfillment of the special needs and requireKUDUMBASHREE- BEST PRACTICES
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ments that are unique to senior citizens. This broad term encompasses such services
as assisted living, adult day care, long term care, nursing homes (often referred to as
residential care), hospice care, and home care. Because of the wide variety of elderly
care found nationally, as well as differentiating cultural perspectives on elderly citizens,
cannot be limited to any one practice. Elderly care emphasizes the social and personal
requirements of senior citizens who need some assistance with daily activities and
health care, but who desire to age with dignity.
India’s cultural view of elderly care is unique. Parents are typically cared for by their
children into old age, most commonly by their sons. Traditional values demand honor
and respect for older, wiser people. India is facing the same problem as many developing
nations in that its elderly population is increasing tremendously, with a current estimate
of 90 million over the age of 60 years. Using data on health and living conditions from
the India’s 60th National Sample Survey, a study found that almost a quarter of the
elderly reported poor health. Reports of poor health were clustered among the poor,
single, lower-educated and economically inactive groups.
Under its eleventh Five-Year plan, the Government of India has made many strides.
Article 41 of the Indian Constitution states that elderly citizens will be guaranteed
Social Security support for health care and welfare. A section of the 1973 Criminal
Procedure Code, alluding to its traditional background, mandates that children support
their parents if they no longer can themselves. NGOs, however, are prevalent in Indian elderly care, providing homes and volunteer care, but governmental policies and
organizations are accessible.

What is Calling Bell Programme?

‘Calling Bell’ programme of Kasaragod District Mission is launched for the well being of the elderly people and women who are staying alone. The programme would
identify such people and would extend extra care for them in the NHG level itself. The
innovative programme was suggested by the District Mission Coordinator of Kasargod. The Calling Bell programme was launched by the Kasaragod District Mission,
as the atrocities against lonely women and elderly people increased. The programme
gels the relationship between the NHGs and the society. The Calling Bell Programme
showcases the compassionate face of Kudumbashree Mission.
The programme will be implemented through the Snehitha Gender Help Desk under the
District Mission. For testing the programme, the pilot study of the programe is being
conducted in Kuttikkol Panchayath of Kasaragod District.

How the calling Bell Programme works?

The Calling Bell Programme is really being a boon for women who are staying alone
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and also for elderly people. The programme identifies such people through NHGs. The
members from the NHGs visit the homes where elderly people are there and women
are staying alone. The NHG members would try to communicate with such women
and elderly people. By maintaining a good relationship with them, the NHG members
would extend the needed support for the women. Based on their issues the assistance
would be provided. If counseling is to be extended that would be given and if they are
lacking legal assistance, that would also be provided to them.
The District Mission of Kasargod would implement the Calling Bell programme through
the Snehitha Gender Help Desk under the District Mission. For checking the efficiency of the programme a pilot study was planned and is being conducted in one of the
panchayaths in the district. And the pilot study of the programe is being conducted in
Kuttikkol Panchayath of Kasaragod District.
For ensuring the security of women, the service of police departments would also be
ensured. The service of other clubs would also be ensured for meeting the same.The
Calling Bell programme will be in convergence with the Pakal Veed programme which
would extend mental support to them. The NHGs, ADS and CDS would make visits to
the homes of these elderly couples and women who are staying alone.
The NHG office bearers would visit their homes daily and the community counselors
and Snehitha Gender Help Desk would ensure the counseling for them. Through NHG,
ADS and CDS visits to their homes, the security of them would be made ensured and
would make sure that they are getting the needed support.

Scope of the Programme

The Programme as got much relevance in today’s social scenario that no one is taking
care of others especially destitute. On finding it successful the programme would be
extended to other panchayaths in the district. The NHGs of Kuttikol Panchayath had
welcomed the programme with warm hearts and the reports received from there are
notable. The women are making regular visits to the homes of elderly and lonely in
their panchayaths and are taking care of them and extending them the support and
assistance they needed.
The programme has already been noted because of its uniqueness. By implementing
the ‘Calling Bell’ programme, Kudumbashree Kasaragod District Mission is setting a
unique model of compassion. It is a model that could be replicated by the other district
missions as well!
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Grama Kiranam Programme

The Grama Kiranam Programme of Kasargod District Mission stands out unique because
of the innovative idea that it put forward. The District Mission thought out of the box
and brought about this noble initiative. Fighting back all the gender issues, the district
mission equipped the women of Kasargod to prove themselves the sheer confidence that
they have within. Unleashing the strength within them, the Kudumbashree Women of
Kasargod will start climbing the electric posts very soon! The initiative not only brings
about the women to the forefront but also proved that no task is impossible for women
and in short, gender is not a barrier. Let’s see what had Kasargod District Mission did
to make a difference and how did they made it possible!

What is Grama Kiranam Programme?

The Grama Kiranam Programme initiative is the new innovative programme put forward
by Kudumbashree Kasaragod District Mission. The Grama Kiranam programme enables
the women to make LED Bulbs and repair the street lights in their own localities. The
innovative idea put forward by Kasaragod District Mission would enable the women
to repair the street lights leaving behind all the gender discriminations.
The noble idea of Grama Kiranam was put forward by the District Mission Co-ordinator
of Kasargode. The programme envisions in equipping the women to take up jobs that
were considered suitable only for men. LED Bulb making and street light repairing can
be done by anyone who are properly trained. The selected women are given training in
making LED lights and repairing street lights. The women are given proper training,
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both theory and practical sessions. Once operational and found successful, the initiative
will be extended to all panchayaths in the district.

Why LED Lamp?

The light-emitting diode (LED) is one of today’s most energy-efficient and rapidlydeveloping lighting technologies. An LED lamp is an electric light or light bulb
for use in light fixtures that
produces light using lightemitting diodes (LEDs). LED
lamps have a lifespan and
electrical efficiency which
are several times greater than
incandescent lamps, and are
significantly more efficient
than most fluorescent lamps,
with some chips able to emit
more than 300 lumens per
watt. Quality LED light bulbs
last longer, are more durable,
and offer comparable or better
light quality than other types
of lighting.
LED is a highly energy efficient
lighting technology, and has the potential to fundamentally change the future of lighting.
Widespread use of LED lighting has the greatest potential impact on energy savings also.

How the Grama Kiranam Programme works?

The District Mission of Kasargod had selected Cheruvathoor and Uppala Grama
Panchayaths for implementing the programme. The training is being held at two centres
in the district, Cheruvathoor and Uppala. ‘Imprint’ the accredited agency under District
Mission of Kasaragod and Adersh Technical Institute are providing the needed training
for the participants of the programme in Cheruvathoor and Uppala respectively. Those
who wished to become the part of the programme were selected through concerned CDSs.
The CDSs announced the details of the programme and those interested registered
their names in the concerned CDSs. On finding the programme successful, it would
be implemented in other panchayaths as well.
Training is given to 30 people each through both centres. A team of 5 is selected
from each panchayath out of which 3 are women and 2 are men. Not only on LED
making and repairing, the participants are also given training in business management,
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communication leadership, accounting etc as well.
The teams are also trained in making LED, tube, emergency, panel light etc. At first
the women were shown how the LED bulbs are made and later the instructor made
each participant to make the LED Bulb of their own.
Both the theory and practical training for making LED bulbs and repairing the street
lights are being given to them. Those who finished the LED bulb training may start
Micro Enterprises. 22 people from Cheruvathoor and 21 from Uppala attended the
theory cum practical training. Once the training is completed they would climb the
electric posts to do the electric works of their panchayaths.
The participants welcomed the programme with sheer enthusiasm. For many of them,
it was a newer experience. The instructors had given detailed classes with all patience
that the participants had found it very much interesting. Many of the women are ready
to start LED making enterprises as well. All them are away from Electronics sector
and were truly unaware about the electronics and electrical sectors.

Scope of the Programme

The District Mission also looks forward to get them works from the side of Panchayaths
as well. Discussions are also progressing in submitting a proposal to the KSEB for
procuring the LED Bulbs made by the Grama Kiranam Programme for gifting the
customers who had paid the electricity bills in time. If it would be a reality, the women
would get more opportunities to make use of the skills that they had acquired through
the Grama Kiranam programme. Once operational, these women would therefore be
able to break all the stereotypes of gender.
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Livelihood for the Mothers of
Endosulfan affected children
During 1976- 2000, the Plantation Corporation of Kerala aerially sprayed endosulfan, a persistent organic pollutant (POP) over an area of about 12000 acres in nine villages in Kasargod
district to eradicate tea mosquitoes in the cashew plantations. More than 3000 people living
near, downstream and downwind of the estate were affected by debilitating rare diseases like
mental retardation, cerebral palsy, cancer etc. Later the pesticide was banned in 2000. Studies
conducted after the ban of the pesticide show significantly higher concentration of endosulfan
products in environmental media like water, soil and lake sediments and human blood, even
in a village 25 km away from the sprayed area. Even today, the issues caused by the pesticide
didn’t have come to an end. The endosulfan families were leading a tragic life. Every family
in the affected area had an endosulfan affected kid in their homes. All the affected ones were
from financially below average families and finding a livelihood was such a huge issue for
them. By the launch of Buds Schools, Kudumbashree made a significant intervention for the
mental growth of such children. Even then, finding a livelihood for the families of them was a
question. Kudumbashree came up with a solution by starting livelihood centres for the mothers
of the endosulfan affected kids. Situated near to the Buds Schools/BRC, Kudumbashree Mission
has now started livelihood centres for the Mothers of Endosulfan affected kids of Kasargode.
Let’s have a look into interventions of Kudumbashree Kasargod District Mission in detail!

Endosulfan

Endosulfan is an off-patent organo chlorine insecticide and acaricide that is being phased out
globally. Endosulfan became a highly controversial agrichemical due to its acute toxicity, potential for bioaccumulation, and role as an endocrine disruptor. Because of its threats to human
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health and the environment, a global ban on the manufacture and use of endosulfan was negotiated under the Stockholm Convention in April 2011. The ban has taken effect in mid-2012,
with certain uses exempted for five additional years. More than 80 countries, including the
European Union, Australia, New Zealand, and several West African nations, the United States,
Brazil, and Canada had already banned it or announced phase-outs by the time the Stockholm
Convention ban was agreed upon. It is still used extensively in India, China, and few other
countries. It is produced by Makhteshim Agan and several manufacturers in India and China.
Although, the Supreme Court had, by an order dated 13 May 2011, put a ban on the production
and sale of endosulfan in India till further orders.

Kasargod and Endosulfan

During 1976-2000, the Plantation Corporation of Kerala aerially sprayed endosulfan, a persistent
organic pollutant (POP) over an area of about 12000 acres in nine villages in Kasargod district
to eradicate tea mosquitoes in the cashew plantations. The people living inside the plantations
and downwind and downstream of the experiment were exposed to this hazardous chemical
for 25 years. More than 3000 people living near, downstream and downwind of the estate
were affected by debilitating rare diseases like mental retardation, cerebral palsy, cancer etc.
Studies conducted after the ban of the pesticide show significantly higher concentration of
endosulfan products in environmental media like water, soil and lake sediments and human
blood, even in a village 25 km away from the sprayed area. In response to the peoples’ agitation, the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) mandated the National Institute of
Occupational Health (NIOH) to investigate the issue in 2001. NIOH observed that “aerial
exposure” to endosulfan was responsible for delay in sexual maturity among the adolescents.
The government of Kerala banned Endosulfan in Kerala in 2001. Aerial spraying of endosulfan
has been banned since 2000. The claim for compensation by the victims has not been settled
so far. The state government has been providing some monetary relief, out of budgetary allocation. A public interest litigation seeking a final decision on the
compensation and free medical treatment of the affected people is
pending in the High Court of Kerala.
This Persistent Organic Pollutant (POP) is still being applied widely
India and is also available in Kerala. Chronic exposure through water
and food appears to be the major pathway of getting affected by the
persistent organic pollutant. The exposed people may be living very
far away from the scene of spray. National Institute of Occupational
Health (NIOH) study found endosulfan in soil samples of a village,
some 25 km away from the sprayed village. The mode of transport
in this case was few first order streams that originated from the
sprayed village.
The pesticide hit the plants and animals of the area besides causing
endless human sufferings. The area showed a decline in plant diver-
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sity between 40 and 70 per cent, particularly for native species, compared
to the natural habitat. Fishes were the
worst hit. In general, the area, particularly those close to the forests were
rich in wildlife, birds and butterflies
as reported by the local communities.
A large number of wildlife, including,
Nilgiri langur, tiger, jackal, wild boar, Elephants, jungle cat, mouse deer, mongoose, squirrels,
flying fox, black naped hare, sparrow, parakeets, crows, frogs, honey bees, snails were present
in the in Enmakaje panchayat. It could be said that everything else, except the human beings,
disappeared during the spray. Death of fishes, frogs, and snakes were noted in the very first
year of the spray itself. Abnormalities and deformities were recorded in cattle. Animals such
as jackal, porcupine, wild boar, civet cats, and bats, which were once common in the area,
completely disappeared during the spray. Dead snakes, squirrels, hares, peacocks, crows were
found in the cashew plantations and adjacent areas during the period of spray. However, there
are signs of their return during the last two to three years; that is, five to six years after stopping
the aerial spray.

Kudumbashree’s Interventions

Even after years, the issues caused by the spraying of this persistent organic pollutant didn’t
come to an end. The families of the affected children had been leading a miserable life till then.
Most of them from below average families and life became too difficult for them as they were
unable to leave their children alone even for some time.
By the launch of BUDS Schools, the children were offered special care and attention.
Kudumbashree is ensuring special care for the endosulfan affected kids.

Livelihood for Mothers of Endosulfan affected Kids

Not only for the welfare of the affected kids, but also to support the families, Kudumbashree
Mission of Kasargod associating with Malayala Manorama had launched livelihood centres
for finding livelihood for the Endosulfan affected families at Kasargod. The livelihood centres
was inaugurated by Dr K.T Jaleel, Minister, Local self Government Department, Government
of Kerala on 10 March 2018. The programme is named as ‘Snehathanal’ which means shade
of love.
Minister inaugurated the programme by presenting the umbrellas and cloth bags made by
the mothers of the endosulfan affected children to the public. The livelihood centres set up at
Chirappuram of Neeleshwaram Municipality and Community Hall of Enmakaje Panchayath
has already started functioning. The mothers of the endosulfan affected children would make
cloth bags and umbrellas and thereby find their livelihood of their own. The livelihood centres
are located near the BUDS Schools/ Buds Rehabilitation Centres, which would enable them
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to make a livelihood while waiting for their children outside their schools. Mothers from Neeleshwaram and Enmakaje were selected for the same. 18 mothers from Neeleshwaram and 15
mothers from Enmakaje were given training for making umbrellas and cloth bags.
The mothers had already received a work order for making 1000 umbrellas for Kerala State
Financial Enterprises (KSFE) out of which the making of 700 pieces had already been completed. The rest would be completed in no time. For these mothers, while waiting for their
kids, they are offered an opportunity to find some livelihood while waiting outside the schools
for their children. It is also planned to start such livelihood centres will be launched in every
districts along with the BUDS institutions which would thereby rehabilitate them.
By launching such programmes for the welfare, Kudumbashree is being a new ray of hope for
the mothers of the endosulfan affected families. The intervention made by the District Mission
of Kasargod is indeed a timely and compassionate one!
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Safalam Cashew processing Society
Safalam Project implemented in Kasaragod involves the collection and processing of cashew
nut grown in the district by the local rural women, who are the members of Safalam Womens
Cashew Processing Society. The society operates and manages 13 cashew processing units,
which includes one Central Grading and Packing Centre at Chattanchal and twelve primary
processing units, spread across 12 Grama Panchayaths, which function in a hub and spoke
format. The membership comprises of 74 women. The society produces 21 grades of Cashew,
Cashew Pickle and Cashew Syrup. The Safalam Cashew processing society of Kasaragode
had touched the lives of many. The District Mission of Kasaragode had been extending enough
support for the society. Let’s find out how the Safalam project stands out unique in the crowd!

Safalam Cashew Processing Society

Safalam Cashew processing Society in Kasaragod was started during 2008- 2009 with 78
women as members. 13 units were opened in 13 Panchayats. 12 were processing units and 1
was grading and peeling unit.
Units were started in Ajanoor, Bedadukka, Enmakaje, Kallar, Karadukka, Kuttikkol, Kudumbelur, Kayyoor Cheemeni, Panathadi, Peelikode, Puloor Periya, Pallikkara and Chemmanad
Panchayaths of Kasaragod. Cashew nut being available in plenty and being familiar to the
works related to the cashew nut production encouraged the members to start such an enterprise.
Most of the women in the units had received basic education only and are from financially
backward families.
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To help the units, a consortium of Safalam units was opened in Chattanjal Mini Industrial
building. The Consortium is registered under Charitable Socities Act, 1860. The units work
under this consortium and through the consortium crisis management fund is also given to them.
The following are the units opened in various Panchayaths:
Name of the
Name of the Unit
Members
Panchayath
Ajanur
Samagra Cashew Processing Unit
7
Bedaduka
Dhanam Cashew Processing Unit
6
Enmakaje
Keerthy Cashew Processing Unit
4
Kallar
Unity Cashew Processing Unit
7
Karaduka
Aishwarya Cashew Processing Unit
7
Kayyur Cheemeni Matruka Cashew Processing Unit
7
Kodem Belur
Udayasree Cashew Processing Unit
5
Kuttikol
Dhanasree Cashew Processing Unit
6
Panathadi
Aishwrya Cashew Processing Unit
5
Pallikera
Safalam Cashew Processing Unit
5
Pilikode
Menma Cashew Processing Unit
0
Pullur Periya
Gramasree Cashew Processing Unit
0
Chemnad
Thejas Cashew Processing Unit
7

Consortium

A consortium is a group made up of two or more individuals units in the same sector that
work together toward achieving a chosen objective. Each entity within the consortium is
only responsible to the group in respect to the obligations that are set out in the consortium’s
contract. Therefore, every entity that is under the consortium remains independent in his or
her normal business operations and has no say over another member’s operations that are not
related to the consortium. The consortium/societies have been established to deliver a host
of services to Kudumbashree units, through establishing backward and forward linkages and
instituting a professional management structure. The consortium is owned by Kudumbashree
women entrepreneurs, and run with professional support. The consortiums in Kudumbashree
are legally registered under Charitable Societies Act. A charitable organization is a type of Non
Profit Organization (NPO). Its goals are social well being of the units and its members. For
Example, charitable, educational, or other activities serving the public interest or common good.
The consortiums are organizational forms that will improve the bargaining power, net income
and quality of micro entrepreneurs, contribute to the scale of production, helps in cost reduction
by collective raw material purchase and organized marketing. This helps in collective action and
reduces the chances of defunctioning of member units. Also if some member units/members
come to a crisis they financially support from the pooled funds. The consortiums take all licenses
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and other legal requirements.

The steps involved in the formation of Consortiums are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobilization of Micro entrepreneurs
Awareness classes
Selection of Adhoc Committee
members (7 members)
Preparation of MOA and byelaws
Selection of Name of the Society
Finding an office
Formal registration process

The General Body consists of one member from each unit. The General Body meetings are
conducted once in three months and the Executive Committee meetings are conducted in every
month. The General body members elect the Executive member in each district. The Executive members are formally elected from the member units in each district
Rate
through procedures mentioned in the Byelaws. The President, Secretary Grade
(Rs)
and Treasurer are elected from the Executive members. The Executive
1200
committee takes decisions regarding the day to day affairs of the Consor- W180
1050
tium and major decisions are presented in the General Body meetings and W210
1000
get approval. The Secretary presents the accounts in the General Body W240
meetings. If one third of the quorum approves the decisions are taken.
W320
950
SW
860
Kudumbashree had extended help to the units by giving a subsidy of Rs. RW
820
50000. In addition, revolving fund of Rs 17,500 was given to each unit.
DW
730
An amount of Rs. 33 Lakh was received from NRLM fund as well. For
RW2
600
meeting the marketing purposes, a pick up van was also given to the
FW
580
consortium.
450
Every woman working in the unit is getting an average amount of Rs. KW
JH
850
9000 per month as income.
SPLIT
830
How it works?
SPLIT2 750
The units procure the cashew nuts from the cashew nut farmers. Each unit K
780
has a secretary and president. After procuring the cashews they dry it and LWP
750
bring it to the unit at Chattanjal along with the bill. The dryed cashews
SWP
650
would be procured and the units would get a commission of Rs 3 per kilo
SP
680
for drying the cashews. The units bring the cashews by grading it into
450
10 types and later at the grading and peeling unit the cashews are graded DP
BB
600
into 21 different types viz., W180, W210, W240, W320, SW, RW, DW,
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Description

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Procurement Quantity 2779949 4474226

7989642

4913210

5774188

6510265 6307514

7698362

9316730

Procurement Expense

59767.9

88094.44

113844.3

71148.47 86676.1

86398.7

72013

66863.1

67258.5

Average Rate

46

51

70

69

66

75

87

115

138.5

Work Days

14521

13718

14388

11433

12841

12359

11299

9270

Sales Cash

2646690 7297809

9435746

8781255

10073128

8431562 10296257

11962520

RW2, FW, KW, JH, SPLIT, SPLIT2, K, LWP, SWP, SP, DP and BB. After grading the cashew
nuts are packed.
The workers would get Rs 45 for cutting each kilogram of cashew and Rs 60 for peeling. A
worker could earn upto Rs 350 per day. The first grade cashew is available in 1 Kg and half
Kg packs. The cashews are also available in 1 Kg, 500 gm, 250 gm and 100 gm packs as well.
The grade and the rate of the different cashew grades are as follows:

Paranky Nuts

The product of Saphalam cashew is available in the market under the brand name ‘Paranky
Nuts’. 1 Kg of Paranky Nuts costs Rs 1000. Paranky Nuts is also available in 500 grams and
250 grams packet.
Paranky Nuts is receiving huge demand from the bakeries in and around Kazargode. It is also
on sale in wholesale rate at places like Payyanur, Cheruvathoor, Kanjangad and Thaliparambu.
The same is also sold through Kudumbashree melas and regional trade fairs. The cashews have
shelf life of 6 months.

Status so far

The Safalam Cashew processing Society in Kasaragod had been making notable interventions by
being the notable brand in the market. The safalam cashews are also getting calls from exporters
as well. The cashews are being sold in nearby places like Kasaragode, Payyannur, Cheruvathoor,
Kanhangad, Thaliparambu etc.
Safalam Cashew processing Society in Kasaragod was started during 2008- 2009. After 10
years of working, Safalam processing unit has turned out into an initiative that could change the
lives of many common women. The District Mission of Kasargod has helped Safalam Cashew
Processing Unit to become one of the successful initiatives in the state.
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Vulnerability Mapping
Kudumbashree Mission developed vulnerability mapping as a tool to identify the issues/demands through the collective action of the community. Through this process the vulnerabilities
prevailing in each and every locality was identified and the needed help was provided. The first
phase of vulnerability mapping was done in 28 panchayaths, which means 2 panchayaths each
from every district. In Kasargod District, vulnerability mapping was done in Pallikkara and
Kallar Panchayaths. By successfully conducting vulnerability mapping, the issues prevailing
in these two panchayaths were identified and the needed assistance was provided. An impact
study was also conducted along with. Let’s look into the details on how Kasargod District
Mission had done vulnerability mapping in Kasargod!

What is Vulnerability?

Vulnerability in this context can be defined as the diminished capacity of an individual or group
to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a natural or man-made hazard. The
concept is relative and dynamic. Vulnerability is most often associated with poverty, but it can
also arise when people are isolated, insecure and defenseless in the face of risk, shock or stress.
People differ in their exposure to risk as a result of their social group, gender, ethnic or other
identity, age and other factors. Vulnerability may also vary in its forms.

Vulnerability Mapping

Vulnerability Mapping is not only a tool to develop the action plan but it capacitates the people
to identify their vulnerability and help them to find out the opportunities. It is not constant and
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it can be changed through the empowerment of community to take the effort by themselves to
address their vulnerability. It is a collective action to identify and address the existing vulnerabilities in their own community. The way women experiencing vulnerability is different from
men due to social construction and gender differentiation.
Kudumbashree started mapping activities in selected 28 Local Governments in Kerala with the
support of 100 trained Gender Resource Persons. Inauguration of the process is done by Hon.
Minister of Local Self Government Dr. K.T. Jaleel on 16 December 2016.
The process is to map the locality to identify the prevailing vulnerabilities which are leading
the community in to vulnerable situations. It will be reflect in different forms and leading the
people to poverty or to any hazard or shocking situation. Kudumbashree developed vulnerability mapping as a tool to identify the issues/demands through the collective action of the
community. Through the process it was tried to capacitate them to identify the situation and
possibilities to prevent them. Vulnerability depends on the geographical, social, economical
and physical situation and capacity of an individual or the group. Community Resource Persons
can be support them to realize or understand the vulnerability through different methodologies.
It also aims the Participatory preparation of Social protection plan at the NHG area. It may be
Focus Group Discussions, Individual Interviews, Home visits, Case Studies, experience sharing.

Why Vulnerability Mapping?

The aim of vulnerability mapping in each panchayath was to understand the reasons relating
to poverty, violence, and health issues, among others. The pilot phase was conducted in 28
panchayaths, 2 panchayaths each from every district.
Ultimately, it intended to help overcome those who face such hardships by providing opportunities. In the pilot phase, the vulnerability mapping was done in 28 panchayaths at the rate
of two panchayaths in each of the 14 districts in the state.
The mapping ascertained the crimes in each locality, alcoholism, child marriage mostly girls,
problems faced by women at workplace, problems due to migrant population, political and
domestic violence, transgender issues, poverty, safe drinking water shortage, health, environment and climate issues, sanitation and problems of unorganized sector workforce.

Following were the areas which were selected to Map
•
•
•
•
•

Identify poverty in all its forms and everywhere
Identify hunger factors, food security issues and agricultural possibilities
Health status of the community – permanent illness and its after effects, communicable
diseases and awareness, Health condition of the community due to any special cause, Mental
Health, Reproductive health , Mal nutrition, autism, mentally challenged
Educational factors – Education status of men & women, opportunities, facilities
Gender inequalities, Gender Based Violence and empowerment of women and girls –
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Different types of violence, Issues of single women, adolescents, transgender,
political violence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water and Sanitation issues
Issues related to employment – Issues at work place, unemployment, issues of persons
who can’t go for work and livelihood analysis
Infrastructure – Critical facility analysis
Safe and Sustainable human settlement/Rehabilitation/Housing
Disability and related vulnerabilities
Vulnerability due to Migration
Social Issues affecting - Money lending, crime, Alcoholism, child/early marriage
Climate change and its impact
Vulnerable situations due to Institutional access and Inclusiveness
Identify the issues of groups such as unorganized sectors,(Textile, Bamboo workers, street
vendors etc)
Vulnerabilities due to the access of information, technology, services
Atrocities against women and children in the area and develop prevention strategies

Vulnerability Mapping in Kasargod

The Vulnerability Mapping in the district was done in Pallikkara and Kallar Panchayaths. The
mapping was done with the help of gender resource personnel in the district. Considering the
2 panchayaths, Pallikara is a coastal area and Kallar is a ST area. As Kallar has more tribal
population, it had so many issues relating to them. As the result of vulnerability mapping, so
many issues prevailing in the areas were identified and assistance was extended.
The vulnerability mapping in Kallar Panchayath was executed under the leadership of Smt Ambili,
Gender Resource Person and that of Pallikara Panchayath was executed under the leadership
of Smt. Padmini. It was Smt. Prabha Kripesh, Gender Consultant of Kasargod District gave
the guidance for implementing the mapping in the most effective way. The CDS chairpersons
and the governing body members of both the panchayaths and the NHGs worked together for
the successful implementation of the same. The process identified the issues that were being
threats to women and children. The issues were identified through the detailed analysis and
focused group discussions. The primary data and the secondary data were collected by the RPs
and CDS members and the institution analysis and the other relevant details were collected
by the members, Panchayath President, ICDC supervisor and other department heads and the
rest was collected through focused group discussions.
As part of the programme, training was given to Resource person and ward members as well.
Detailed meetings of MNREGA workers and Anganwadi workers were also called as part of
the programme. By studying the different sectors existing in both the panchayaths, the issues
and the opportunities were found out, whether it is agriculture, hygiene, water availability,
waste disposal. Animal husbandry, health, education, shelter, education, women development,
child development, Scheduled Tribe Development etc.
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As the result of the success of vulnerability mapping, a Kudumbashree sales outlet was opened
in Pallikara. The weekly markets and monthly markets were made active and the participation
in the agriculture sector was also increased. The amenities of the Health Centre in the area
was also increased.
The Vulnerability mapping in the Pallikara Panchayath made sustainable organic cultivation
possible in the panchayath. The Kudumbashree members made use of the barren land available
in the panchyath, cultivated various crops and then sold it out in the monthly markets and sales
fairs in the best possible ways. For the benefits of Life and Ashraya programmes to reach to
the real beneficiaries, an awareness was created and more focus was therefore paid to it. As
a result more funds were allocated for starting selling outlets, and buds institutions etc in the
panchayath.
Through the well organized execution of vulnerability mapping, the issues prevailing in the
respective localities were identified and were resolved according to. The District Mission of
Kasargod had implemented the programme in a more systematic way!
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